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Bowling Green, Ohio

Volume 77, Issue 96

Train strikes student's vehicle
Railway crossing collision kills
senior criminal justice major

by David Coehrs and Michael
Zawacki
The BC News

Tfcc B<".

A Bowling Green police officer and tow-truck operator from Stadium View Sunoco remove Stephen Seely's Honda Civic from the
railroad tracks near the Court Street Intersection. Seely lost con-
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trol of the car and slid in front of a Conrall train at approximately
9:15 a.m.

A University student was
killed Thursday morning
when his car was struck by a
train at the Pike Street railroad crossing.
Stephen Seely, a 23-year-old
senior criminal justice major
from Toledo, lost control of his
red Honda Civic hatchback
and slid into the path of the
oncoming train at approximately 9:15 am., according to
witnesses at the scene.
There is no railroad guard at
Pike Street.
Seely was taken immediately to Wood County Hospital, where he was pronounced
dead at 9:52 a.m., according to
a Wood County Hospital nursing supervisor.
Wood County coroner Dr.
Douglas Hess said Seely died
as a result of head and chest
injuries. No autopsy was performed.
The Conrail TV-220 was

traveling at approximately 30
to 35 mph when the accident
occured, said BUI Aldridge,
conductor.
"I saw him hit the brakes
and tried to stop, but he slid
out in front of us," Aldridge
said.
Rick Engle, public works inspector, said he witnessed the
train hit the passenger side of
Seely's car.
"The car was carried for
about 500 feet, from Pike
Street to Court Street," Engle
said.
Rescue workers were able
to remove Seely from the
driver's side of his car. Bowling Green police said he was
wearing a seat belt.
Aldridge said Seely might
not have been aware a train
was coming.
"There's the [Phi Delta
Theta house] right in front of
the [Pike Street] crossing and
it's hard to see what's ahead,"
he said.
See CRASH, page 3.

Bosnian truce violated Faculty votes down
Serb leader demands investigation of shelling
unionization plan
by Samir Krillc
The Associated Press

SARAJEVO, BosniaHerzegovina - After 22 months
of death and shelling, Sarajevans
watched a new
cease-fire take
hold Thursday.
But as midnight approached, the familiar ring of mortars and gunfire rang out.
Several mortars landed
around the
Jewish cemetery, a frontline position in central Sarajevo, followed by bursts of heavy
machine gun fire and antiaircraft guns that lasted four or
five minutes.
There were unconfirmed reports of fatalities, but no further
details on what appeared to be
the most serious violation of the
latest truce.
Children came out of shell-scarred buildings behind a new
U.N. monitoring post on the front
line to play on see-saws unused
for two summers. An old man

swept shattered bricks and glass
from a parking lot. Curious and
happy faces poked from
windows.
"This is peace!" yelled 12-yearold Ajla Foco, a big smile across
her face. "This is peace! I'm so
happy."
In Geneva. Bosnian Serb
leader Radovan Karadzic threatened a walkout and denounced
NATO. He demanded a public investigation of a mortar shelling
Saturday that killed 68 people in
central Sarajevo and prompted
the threat of NATO intervention.
While suspicion has fallen on
the Serbs, Karadzic claims it was
a setup by Bosnia's Muslim-led
government to kill its own people, blame the Serbs and win international sympathy.
Karadzic's generals warned
they would hold foreign aid
workers hostage if NATO followed through on its demand for
the Serbs to withdraw heavy
weapons from around Sarajevo
by Feb. 20 or face air strikes.
The Serb generals cooperated
with U.N. soldiers to put a ceasefire into effect at noon.
French peacekeepers and armored vehicles occupied several

key positions in the Bosnian capital to monitor the truce. They
also apparently will act as a tripwire for other NATO threats to
call in air power to protect U.N.
troops or to immediately retaliate for any renewed shelling of
the city.
NATO would need a one-time
authorization from U.N. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali or his special envoy to
former Yugoslavia to begin attacks.
Russia's government criticized
the ultimatum and said it would
demand the U.N. Security Council discuss the issue. A senior
U.S. official in Washington said
no further authorization was
needed from the council.

by Leah Barnum and Katie Simmon
News staff writers
University faculty rejected
collective bargaining Thursday
by a comfortable margin, according to released election results.
The official margin was 329
against and 258 in favor.
University administrators said
they believe the election was an
accurate reflection of the majority view of the faculty, since 587
of the 695 eligible voters participated in the election.
"The voter turnout was good,
and for that we can all be thankful because it makes the decision
a fully valid one for the whole

faculty," University President Lester Barber, executive assisPaul Olscamp said.
tant to President Olscamp.
Members of the BGSU-Faculty
"I would hope that [the vote]
Association said they were
pleased with the 258 votes in wouldn't result in any changes
favor of collective bargaining because I think the system we
and believe that these voters are have in place has worked effectively," Barber said.
now the voice in the issue.
"We're obviously very disappointed," said Harold Lunde,
treasurer of the BGSU-FA. "We've worked very hard for two
years to give this faculty a
chance to vote for change, and
now it's over and we're tired."
The system of governance will
remain essentially the same, said

Collective Bargaining
Election

One French tank and six armored cars lined up on the infamous "Sniper Alley" near the
Brotherhood and Unity Bridge,
with cannon and heavy machine
guns pointing toward Serb positions across the Miljacka River.
U.N. officials said the soldiers
had orders to shoot back if fired
upon.

</ The move to unionization was
rejected by faculty members, 329
against and 258 in favor of.
</ Voter turnout was 84 percent,
with 587 of the 695 eligible voters
from Firelands and the University
going to the polls.
y As a result, (he system of
governance will essentially remain
the same, according to Lester
Barber, executive assistant to
President Olscamp.

See BOSNIA, page 3.

Board to present room plan
by Leah Barnum
fall, according to Christopher
News staff writer
Dalton, vice president of planA proposal to offer "super ning and budgeting for the Unisingle," rooms is to be presented versity.
Instead of paying the amount
at the Board of Trustees meeting
the room would cost for two resitoday at 2:30
dents, students will only pay 50
p.m. in the Aspercent more than they would if
sembly Room
they shared with someone else,
of McFall
Center.
Dalton said.
"Super sinAlso at the meeting, two Unigles," are stanversity professors are to receive
dard double
"one of the most prestigious honrooms that can
ors in the scholarly world," said
be rented as
Les Barber, executive assistant
single rooms
to President Paul Olscamp.
beginning next

INSIDE
NEWS

THE

Chan Hahn, professor of management, and Kenneth Kiple,
professor of history, are the proposed appointees to the honor of
Distinguished University
Professor, Barber said.
Other items to be discussed:
■ A proposal to increase next
year's room and board rates will
be presented.
■ Thirty-one promotion and
tenure recommendations will be
made for the 1994-95 school year.
■ Robert Martin, vice presi1
dent of operations, will report on BGSU-Faculty Association President Ronalr Stoner snows his dlsappointment
Thursday
over
the
announcement
that collective barthe status of the new classroom
gaining had been rejected by faculty voters.
building.

To celebrate 75 years of
orchestral music presentations, the Bowling Green
Phllhannonla will conduct a
concert on Sunday, Feb. 13
at Kobacker Hall In the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
» Page 4.

University nontraditional student Joe Thlbodeau has received a
scholarship given yearly to
seven of the nation's top
college students in the field
of construction management.

The BGSU-FA said they have
no regrets in regard to the outcome of the elections and Ronald
Stoner, president of the BGSUFA said they have established a
small faculty voice over the past
two years.

BG and Miami are the
only teams that can boast of
having the best record in
the Mid-American Conference, but that will change
when the Redskins will host
the Falcons Saturday and
only one will walk away
with the top position.
» Page 9.

"The Faculty Association can
still point to some major accomplishments," Stoner said. "The
summer salary cut that precipitated our organizing efforts was
reversed and the faculty salary
increase during the time we were
organizing was one of the highest
in Ohio."
The BGSU-FA is allowed 10
"S to representatives of the
Employee Relations Board,
<> counted the votes.

Sta,e
wh

Friday, moatly sunny.
High in the lower 30s. East
winds around 10 mph. Friday night, mostly cloudy.
Low around 20. Chance of
snow 20 percent.
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E.A.R. to the
Ground...
*4 A.R. to the Ground has a few questions for
the Drains behind the creation of the summer course
catalog cover.
First of all, on which corner of what Wood County
cornfield did they find a beach to shoot these pictures? Talk about stretching the truth. Can you imagine what an out-of-state student who sees this catalog
is going to think? "Well, everything in Bowling Green
is in a funky pastel hue, but at least they have a
beach!" Secondly, let's talk models. These people
quite obviously are embarrassed they're on the
cover. They resorted to wearing sunglasses so their
friends and family won't discover how low they'll
stoop to make a few bucks. And the guy has his legs
spread as if to show all prospective summer scholars
his groin. It appears the girl uses 30-weight oil as a
conditioner in her hair. Come on people, sex sells!
Get with the program, or in this case, the catalog.
Last but not least, couldn't the people who created
the "cover concept" afford quality color film? It
looks like they shot the picture in black and white
and then colored it with pastel water colors. And another thing: pastel colors are good for bunny rabbits
and spring, but summer colors should be hot and
alive with reds, yellows and oranges.
*•*
E.A.R. to the Ground has a message for the tall,
scrawny moron who made a brief appearance at The
News' Sunday night staff meeting and general freefor-all. He left our prestigious editor-in-chief a derogatory note questioning his sexuality, and E.A.R.
Central would like equal time.
"You're just too cool, pal. Too bad you're too much
of a spineless coward to have said it to his face. Why
don't you get a real job and move out of your parents'
basementl"
***
Parting Shot: If Steven Spielberg (Schindler's List)
doesn't finally win the Academy Award for Best Director, the voters in Holly weird are being paid off.
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Love Stories and Astroturf
This week, we're going to talk
about love.
You sec, Valentine's Day is
coming up soon, so the subject of
love is not just a Column Idea, it
is a Cute and Timely Column
Idea. So we were prepared to
wander around the Union looking
for Love Stories.
And it would have been OK.
But we didn't want to give you,
The Sam and Mike Reader, a column based on a concept that was
just OK. You demand hype and
controversy. You need something to read in class. You deserve The Super Column Idea
with Sexual Overtones.
So, here it is. Ladies and
gentlemen, the President of the
United States... When / was a
younger man in the 70s - and had
a life - I owned an El Camino
pickup. It was a real sort of
Southern deal; it had Astroturf in
the back. You don't want to know
why, but it did.
Yes! Bill Clinton actually said
this on Tuesday. In a speech
about health care. Wow! Columnists stay up at night praying
something like this will happen.
Now we have two subjects to
write about: Love Stories and Astroturf Sex in Pickups. And because we are journalists (yes, we
are) we had the license to talk to
anybody we wanted and, by law,
they had to talk back.
Education prof Jim Davidson
was hanging out in the Union.
Jim has a broken foot, so he
couldn't run away when we insisted, "Jim, tell us a love story."
Jim told us in college a co-ed
named Helen stood him up for a
date, but had the courtesy to send
her friend Alice as a proxy. Of
course, as all good Love Stories

So to wrap this column up, we .
decided to conduct one more
interview. We wanted Dr. Janet
Kelly from the Political Science
department. JK is the Princess of
Mandates, you know. We once
wrote a term paper for her so incredibly brilliant that she exclaimed, "Guys like you are why
I teach."
But she wasn't home. So we
called DBA Director and drink0
ing buddy Jim Tinker. "Oh God, don't put me in the paper again,"
Tinker pleaded.
Too late. We asked him to •
at, of all places, Young's Newscomment on the Fact Line story.
stand. He sent her a rose, she
"I don't think Ohio tax dollars
worked all week to make him
dinner. "Well, wouldn't you like it and student fees should go for a
dating service."
if a woman made you dinner?"
But we do, so we asked him
Sure would. We're starving.
about the brick story. Being TinCher had two Love Stories for
ker, he launched into a plug for a
us. Love Story No. 1 was about
Downtown Visitors Center. "You
how she "went" with this guy in
know, you can buy a brick with
9th grade. (Remember? Back
your name engraved on it! Or
then, you didn't "date." You
"went.") Anyway, on Valentine's maybe a message of love! Only
$35!Call354-IDEA!"
Day, he put bricks in her locker
"So," we asked in a clever atwith a note reading "Hit the
tempt to try to wrap up the colbricks!" He was a Foreign
umn with something meaningful,
Exchange Student.
"are the DBA bricks the exact
opposite of Cher's bricks? You •
Love Story No. 2 will involve
know, welcome vs. rejection?"
names we just made up, 'cause
"I think it goes much deeper
we forgot. Did we mention Cher
than that. Where do bricks come
works for Fact Line? Well, she
from? Mud. Straw. Lots of comdoes. So, "Paula" calls Cher at
mitment. Fire..."
Fact Line and asks if this guy
We couldn't stand it. We'll try
("Dave") from one of her classes
again next week. Sorry.
has a girlfriend. As a Fact Line
NEXT WEEK The AIDS Beneemployee, Cher calls "Dave" and
fit Concert Preview Column.
asks him if he has a girlfriend,
Sam Melendez is a columnist.
and he says "I do, but she's back
for The BG News who is falling
home."
madly in love with the absolutely
radiant Colleen. Mike Cook is
Hmm. This prompts the quesalso a columnist, who's just haption, if "Paula" and "Dave" get
pily milling around like the Best
married, should Cher expect to
Friend character in some romanbe invited to the wedding? "I
don't think so... I'm just doing my tic comedy directed by Rob
Reiner.
Job."

Sam
Melendez
go, Jim and Alice fell in love and
got married.
"Yeah, I proposed to her next
to a river in Ypsilanti, Mich."
Ypsilanti, Mich., is the home of
EMU, which is, of course, where
Mike's Most Serious Ex
Girlfriend went to school.
Change the subject, change it
now.
"So Jim, Clinton was talking
about lovtn' it up on Astroturf
during a speech on Health Care?
Is this the Hot Issue in ,96?"
"Healthcare?"
"No. Sex on Astroturf in Pickups."
"I don't think so. Quay le
might use it against him."
We needed a female view. So
we went to that table where the
Wellness Center is promoting
"Romance and Responsibility."
We met Cher Ingelman and
Cathy Buyzacek.
Cher made her thoughts clear
to us - "Bill Clinton is a male
prostitute." Cathy's words were
not as harsh, but assured us if a
date pulled into her driveway
with a pickup and Astroturf, she
would offer to drive her car.
Cathy had a love story about
her roommate who met this guy

Mike
Cook

The politics of controversy
Last November, Khalid Abdul
Muhammad, National Spokesman for the Nation of Islam, delivered a speech at Kean College
in New Jersey. Over three hours,
he presented an analysis which
was blatantly anti-Semitic and
filled with hatred.
Muhammad declared Jews
were "the blood suckers of the
black nation"; "have our entertainers in their hip pocket" and
"our athletes in the palm of thelr
hand." Muhammad stated Jews
"call yourself Mr. Reubenstein,
Mr. Goldstein and Mr. Silverstein because you have been
stealing rubies and gold and silver all over the earth."
As the text of this speech was
circulated, largely by the AntiDefamation League, conservative Jewish leaders and journalists used the Issue not only to
condemn Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam, but the vast majority of African-American leaders
and officials as well who had any
relationship with the Muslim
community. A.M. Rosenthal of
The New York Times, for example, pompously and falsely asserted "with few exceptions, black

political and Intellectual leadership has dept silent about... the
surge of anti-Semitism and antiSemitic propaganda among
blacks, particularly among
young and more educated
blacks." Rosenthal attacked Ben
Chavis of the NAACP, the_Con gresslonal Black Caucus And Jesse Jackson for establishing a
dialogue with Farrakhan, insisting black mainstream leaders
"are willing to ally themselves
with the salesmen for a new Holocaust." In recent weeks, virtually every African-American
national figure has criticized or
denounced the anti-Semitic slurs
and sentiments represented by
Khalid Muhammad's talk. But
the political impasse between
large segments of the Jewish
community and African Americans, characterized previously
by differences over affirmative
action and Israel's relationship
with the former apartheid
government of South Africa, has
become even worse.
Let us separate the key issues
which are part of this growing
political controversy. As much as
I reject and oppose the political

perspective of Muhammad, he
had a right to speak at Kean College, or any other public institution. If Patrick Buchanan, Newt
Gingrich and David Duke have a
legal right to spew their respective political poisons, and to advance an unconditional program
of oppression for black people,
Muhammad must be permitted
that same freedom. To extend the
right to speak only to those with
whom we agree Is a dangerous
doctrine. "Freedom" is always
and only for those who think
differently.
We must be honest about the
root factors in the debate about
Khalid Muhammad, Louis Farrakhan and the charges of antiSemitism in the black community. There is anti-Semitism among
some African Americans, as well
as racism and prejudice among
some African Americans, and no
national black leader is calling
for anything which approaches a
"new Holocaust."
There are real tensions and
disagreements, to be sure, which
separate key elements of the
Jewish community and African
Americans. The Intolerance and

discrimination which Jews have
experienced in this country
never equalled the fierce oppression between the bigotry of antiSemitism and the exploitation of
racism, but the two dynamics of
discrimination are not identical.
Jews as a group are middle and
upper class, while an evergrowing number of African
Americans are trapped In a cycle
of poverty, unemployment, drugs
and violence.
Nothing can ever justify the
articulation of hatred. The color
of prejudice transcends the barriers of black and white. The
greater strength of the black
freedom movement - from
Frederick Douglas to Martin
Luther King - has been the realization that our struggle for
equality is for all humanity, not
Just for ourselves. When we surrender this moral and ethical
principle, we sacrifice our
greatest weapon for democracy
Dr. Manning Marable is a
professor of history and political
science and director of the Institute for Research in AfricanAmerican studies at Columbia
University.
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"If I wanted to live like an Eskimo, I
would have moved to Alaska."
-RosyIn Sanders, Toledo resident

r
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Top Singles

Weekly charts for the
nation's best-selling
albums as they appear
in next week's issue of
Billboard magazine.
Reprinted with
permission. Platinum
signifies more than 1
million copies sold.
1. Klcldn'It Up, John
Michael Montgomery
(Atlantic)
2. Music Box, Mariah
Carey (Columbia)
Platinum.
3. Doggy Style, Snoop
Doggy Dogg (Death
Row-Interscope)
Platinum.
4. Jar of Flies, Alice in
Chains (Columbia)
5.12 Play, R. Kelly
(Jive)
6. Very Necessary, SaltN-Pepa (Next Plateau)
7. Tonl Braxton, Toni
Braxton (Laface)
8. Diary of a Mad Band,
Jodeci (Uptown)
9. Greatest Hits, Tom
Petty & the
Heartbreakers (MCA)
10. August & Everything
After, Counting Crows
(Geffen)

Weekly charts for the
nation's best-selling
singles as they appear
in next week's issue of
Billboard magazine.
Reprinted with
permission. Platinum
signifies more than 1
million copies sold.

I love you and you love me

Top Albums

1. The Power of Love,
Celine Dion (Music)
2. All for Love, Bryan
Adams-Rod StewartSting (A&M)
3. The Sign, Ace of Base
(Arista)
4. Breathe Again, Toni
Braxton (Laface)
5. Whatta Man, Salt-NPepa featuring En
Vogue (Next PlateauLondon)
6. Hero, Mariah Carey
(Columbia) Platinum
7. Without You-Never
Forget You, Mariah
Carey (Columbia)
8. Understanding,
Xscape (So So Def)
9. Getto Jam, Domino
(Outburst)
10. So Much In Love,
All-4-One(Blitzz)

SPRING BREAK
APPfaMWGUIAIlea

Sue Van Wyk, left, and Nick Martineau, from Christies auction
bouse, pose between a rare heart-sbaped 1919 Valentine card depicting Cupid, the messenger of love, circa 1813, In London,

March 18-25, 1994

Thursday. The card, whose estimated worth Is $90, Is part of a collection of over 100 Valentine cards which will be auctioned In London Feb. 11.

Enjoy the excitement and non-stop tun ol Spring Break at the
most popular resort destination... choice ot 5 Beachfront hotels!
INCLUDES:
• Roundlnp air from Detroit (Friday evening departure S return) • 7 Nights hotel
• Transfers between Cancun Airport & hotel • Tour rep services in Cancun

BOSNIA
Continued from page 1.

The U.N. commander, Lt. Gen.
Sir Michael Rose of Britain, led
reporters across the bridge between Serb and Bosnian government forces. Fifty yards into
Serb territory, near the first
trenches and wrecked cars, he
talked with reporters within

CRASH

sight of Serb civilians peeking
out their windows.
"It is a small beginning," Rose
said. "So far so good, but it is a
very early stage."
A government soldier, Jusim
Kulenovic, was wounded by a
machine-gun bullet that hit both
his legs about four hours after
the truce began. Kulenovic, who
A<I>

Continued from page 1.

A witness to the accident said he
did not know it was actually a car
the train was pushing across the
tracks.
"When I saw the train coming,
I thought, 'I haven't seen a train
with a plow in years.' It wasn't a
plow - it was the car," the witness said.
Aldridge said train accidents
involving cars are common
occurences, but Seely's accident
is the first he has been involved
with that has resulted in a fatality.

A<1>

A<I>

was posted about a half-mile
from the Brotherhood and
Friendship Bridge, could lose his
left leg, doctors at Sarajevo's
main hospital said.
It was a day for the children,
who waited only a few hours
after the French soldiers arrived
at the front-line bridge to jump

A*

A*

A*

Ad>

A<1>

ALPHA PHI PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
|THE 1994 SPRING NEW MEMRER CLASS

(-'-.si

cO
JENNIFER BORKOWSKI
JODI CIIAPPELI.
NICOLE ELLIS
HEATHER CLASER

JULIE HACII
CARRIE RUECKEI.
MELISSA TAMBUHRINO
NICOLE ULLMAN

JENNIFER WEASEL
A<I>

A<l>

A<I»

A<l>

A<I>

A<l>

A<l>

Star Committee members in
December/January
Performing Arts
Ellen Palmer

MinicQurses

Public Relations

Amanda Peterson

Carrie Whittacre
Campus Films
Jason Bonime

Travel
Entire Committee

Administrative
Betsy Mulig
Lynette Bennette

Publications
Abraham Valle
Spotlight
Michael Connor

4"'0-rooni hold with a large beach.
vs.uersports l.i, ilir\. pool, 2 bars/
rcst-iuranis. and close 10 nightclubs.

Triple '559
Quad '519

Triple »659
Quad *599

Casa Maya
II

JCENTER FOR CHOICE

Conlidenlial Health Care For Women

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support

Calinda Beach

Club Las Perlas
I'M room hotel on beach, minutes
From (JOWntOWn with 2 small pools.
I pool bar, plus two restaurants.

}2~ room featuring l-BH Occanvicw
Suites with living room, refrigerator,
cable TV, - pools. wwenpoeu
faciliiv. ) bars & ' resl.nir.ints

Oasis Cancun

• VKHY LIMITED SPACE •
96s room mega resort on hagc
beach wjch 3 giant pools, tennis
courts. 4 ban. S restaurants, and
entertainment night 0L day.

Triple *729
Quad '679

Triple '699
Quad '629

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Deluxe Beachfront
Cancun Palace Hotel
Pnct% it» ptt person and in US$. plus
S3S lor departure leies and urocrt fats
Gruff r Ptrticipanl Agrsttnsnl mquired

Trioil Charter
INTERNATIONAL

See Your Travel Agent!

Lost In The 80»s With An A OF!

A*

UAO * UAO * UAO • UAO * UAO * UAO * UAO * UAO • UAO * UAO • UAO

Games
Entire Committee

on rusted see-saws in a nearby
park with knee-high grass.

16 N.Huron
Toledo. OH 43604
1-800-589-6005

'94

Contemporary Issues
Annalissa Amdt
Val Bichmeier
Erin Chmelik
Kim Dahl
Stephanie Daves
Colleen Hoy
Michelle Nalepa
Lori Noall
Mindy Miller
Janet Risner
Lauren Stoller

Karen & Chuck
Katie & Scott
Debbie & Mat
Laura & Chris
Wendy & Brian
Erin & Scott
Heather & Jeremy
Erin & Craig
Teri & Jim
Jennifer & Matt
Annal isa & Heath
Melissa & Scott

Kris & Chad
Rebecca & Dan
Cheri & Jeff
Joanne & Phil
Angle & James
Lisa & Doug
Jenn & Date
Dawn & Kent
Joy & Date
Tracey & Rick
Laura & Dennis
Dawn & Tony

February 12, 1994
UAO * UAO * UAO • UAO • UAO * UAO * UAO * UAO * UAO * UAO * UAO

)*.
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Center hosts
dance benefit
by Courtney Gingtml
News staff writer

X

AND
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning

by Christian Pelutl
News contributing writer

Endowment, was established in
1990 through an endowed sixfigure gift from Lee S. and Virginia Evans. The Evanses had
taught thousands of builders to
better manage their businesses,
according to Bruce Silver, a represenative of the NHE.

Thibodeau's 3.48 grade point
average and effort as a senior at
the University contributed to his
award.
Thibodeau, 31, commutes from
Fostoria daily and has been married for about a year to his wife,
Joy, who recently had a
daughter, Tristan.

It is given annually to assist in
addressing the pressing need for
education and training of the
next generation of managers in
the building industry, Silver said.

"I worked for about five or six
years in the field and had my own
business called Shelter Concepts
for building and remodeling,"

Thibodeau said. "But my goal
was to get my degree."
The scholarship committee
members are not the only ones
who share a high regard for Joe.
"Joe is a self-starter, he's wellmotivated and he's an excellent
student," said Frank Bosworth,
director of the Architectural and
Environmental design program.
"He's a natural leader and is really deserving of the honor. I'm
very happy for him."

Orchestral presentation Silent
celebrates anniversary movies
offered
by Matt Freler
News contributing writer

♦
♦
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Senior construction management major pleased with honor
A University student has
received a scholarship given
yearly to seven of the nation's top
college students in the field of
construction management.
Non-traditional student Joe
Thibodeau, a senior construction
management major, received the
Lee S. Evans Scholarship.
The scholarship fund, granted
through the National Housing

People of all ages can raise their heartbeats with or without a
valentine this Saturday by exercising to raise money for the
American Heart Association.
Dance for Heart is an aerobic fitness event at the Student
Recreation Center from 930 am. to noon this Saturday, Feb. 12.
The event will also be held at the Perrysburg Fitness Center the
same day from 10:30 am to 2 p.m.
This two-and-a-half hour dance-exercise extravaganza is
sponsored by the International Dance Exercise Association
(IDEA) to raise funds for the American Heart Association's cardiovascular research and education programs, according to
Lauren Mangill, assistant director of the SRC.
"Dance exercise is a popular activity because it emphasizes
fun and fitness," Mangili said. "Participation isn't limited by
age, sex or shape, so anyone can try it."
Both members and non-members are invited to participate in
the event; Rec members must pay a $5 donation and nonmembers must donate $10. There are sponsor sheets available
through the SRC where participants may collect donations from
friends, relatives and co-workers for every minute they dance.
Each dancer can win prizes based on the amount of money collected.
This is the second year the University has participated in
Dance for Heart, according to Cathy S wick, co-coordinator.
"We had a successful turnout last year," Swick said. "We're
expecting over a hundred participants on Saturday."
Since the program began in 1982-83, more than 400,000 men,
women and children have danced and exercised fc Dance for
Heart events throughout the country. Their efforts have raised
millions of dollars to help fight heart disease.
"Dance for Heart is for a good cause," Swick said. "It enhances community cohesion."

CIIAKLESTOWN APTS.

Man receives scholarship

♦
♦
♦

UijhWstApt^B.C. ResjderU Manager 352-4380*

To celebrate 75 years of orchestral music presentations, the
Bowling Green Phliharmonia will
conduct a concert on Sunday,
Feb. 13 at Kobacker Hall in the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
The concert, which starts at 3
p.m., will be conducted by Emily
Freeman Brown. The show will
also feature the work of two artists who are recognized throughout the world, as well as two University students and a University
faculty member.
The duo of Jeff Tyzik and Allen
Vizzutti have performed with
such leading orchestras as the St.
Louis Symphony, the Phoenix
Symphony Pops and the National
Repertory Orchestra and are
known for the dazzling performances of classical, jazz and pops
music.
Tyzik received his bachelor's
and master's degrees from the
Eastman School of Music. He
now spends his time conducting

%^#r^&fVlf^ <f^«$£V
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symphony pops programs, performing live jazz, composing
contemporary music, producing
pop, jazz and R&B recordings
and arranging material for various artists. He has also released
five of his own albums.
Vizzutti also earned his bachelor's, master's and performance
certificate from Eastman. He
was the only wind or percussion
player to be awarded the Artists'
Diploma in the school's history.
Among his credits, Vizzutti has
performed on more than 100 mo-

Event
• What: The Bowling
Green Philharmonia
75th anniversary
orchestral music
presentation.
• When: Sunday at 3
p.m.
• Where: Kobacker Hall
in the Moore Musical
Arts Center.
• Who: Emily Freeman,
conductor, the duo of
Jeff Tyzik and Allen
Vizzutti; and University
students Kirk O'Riordan
and Amanda Materne.
\X<I>
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tion picture soundtracks, including "Star Trek" and "Broadcast
News."
The concert will also mark the
premiere of "Incantations,"
which is a trumpet concerto written by Tyzik for Doc Severinsen
and will be performed by Vizzutti.
In addition to Tyzik and Vizzutti, two University students will
be performing. Kirk O'Riordan
and Amanda Materne, who were
both winners in the College of
Musical Arts Annual Competitions, will be performing separate pieces. O'Riordan will perform on the playing of'Concert ino
de Camera" by Jacques Ibert and
Materne will perform on the
playing of "Concerto for Saxaphone and Strings" by Pierre
MaxDubois.

The orchestral alumni will also
be involved in the anniversary
concert when they join the Philharmonia in the performance of
"The William Tell Overture" by
Gioacchio Rossini.
Tickets for the performance
can be purchased for $8, $10 and
$12 and there is a $3 discount for
students. Tickets are available at
the Moore Center box office between noon and 6 p.m. on weekdays or by calling 372-8171.
A2.<I>

A2l<I>
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by Almee Lewis
News contributing writer

Starting this week, the
University will be offering
a series of motion pictures
from the golden era of
silent films, sponsored by
the Gish Film Theater.
These showings will begin on Friday with Buster
Keaton's film "The General," and continue until
April IS. The final film in
the series will be "The
Eagle," directed by Clarence Brown.
These films will be of
various genres including
comedy, western, love and
romance, said Ralph Wolfe,
curator of the Gish Film
Theater.
All the movies will be accompanied by music soundtracks and feature various
stars, including the
theater's namesakes, Lillian Gish and her sister
Dorothy, he said.
All films will be presented on Friday evenings at 8
p.m. They will be free and
open to the public.
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WINTER WEDDING 1993
"A PEW GOOD MEN"
FEBRUARY 12, 1994

' lignee Albers
^U§9 Andrea Amber
j£\ 'Bethany "Baker
Melinda Beery
Amy Belt
Christian Choma
CJJJD Rachel Cupp

Carrie feSus
Susan francis
Tricia Qoliing
!Me(anie ttfarman
Betsy itfauptman
Sue Martin
Amber McCuiston
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Sunny 9{emeth
Tara Oliva
3oelk %$if
Tfeanna SitCer
Ji([cToBias
Amanda 'White
Hana Wochrmyer
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Alpha Chi Omega
'Dare to Be Different!;
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JOSH S JEN
JASON & ANGIE
MIKES JENNIFER
WALT & DANIELLE
CHIPPY &NIKKI
JOHN & TIFFANI
GERB & TONI
MR. & MRS. BREMNER
JAMES & CHRISTY
DAN & MO
CURRY & MONTROSS
HAMPTON & BEG 'G'
OID & BEAVIS
WEASEL & TIETZ
CROSBY & -THE DEADFLIPPY & SEQUOIA
AX<1> Al<l> A1<1> Al<!>

"IOVC THC ON€ VOU'RC WITH"
Kim ond Mark
Sunlight ond Moonbeam
Holly ond Tom
Flint ond Quinlan
Peace and Love
Jennifer and Chris
Rista and Zanna
Mandy and Derek
Tiffany ond the UNKNOWN
Lois and Clark
Laurl and Jay
Leisure Man and
Randy of the Redwoods
Beth and €rlc
Liberty and Crazy Spoonhead
Laurie and Dustin

Sr4'

Jenny Fisher & Jason Wolf
Karyn Lilly & Christopher Cox
Nlkkt Bishop & Brian Shirk
Lori Spence & Glen Lubbert
Kim Hostler & Skirt
Heather Cooper & Brian Rah rig
Bekah Bradley & Ryan Janos
Christina Belardt & Joe Frederick
Kim Ixtbrtola & Kevin Palenlca
Briget Franken & Chad McGulre
Crystal Link & Adam Roth
Darlene Klein & Houseboy
Elizabeth Mathal & Doug Thompson
Casie Radcllffe & Brad Long
Martha Miles & Bill Scovell
Sara Ackerman & Mike Oales
Mary Kutscher & Mike Summerfleld
Christy Schultz & Brian Gllbkowskl
AX12

AL<P

BOB & SUSAN
(GROOM/BRIDE)

AX12

February 12, 1994
Stacte Kalifoot & Dan Happy
Melissa Weir & Ryan Taylor
Sikki Blastus & Nick Meyers
Tifhl Bressl & Todd Rlecks
Lori Vaccanl & Chris Crusey
Jill Weaver & Mike Manchlnl
Cherly Ileysek & Jason Miller
Jen Gagel & Steoe Williams
Angle Balr & Reld Lamberly
Mlndy Hyde & Brian Borgman
Kara Vechlarelli & Paul Kenney
Laurie Alton & Dace Pearce
Heather Federle & Ryan Rlzxo
Amy Oslerholl & Jeff Christy
Jane Vargo & Mick Brockelt
A Hyson Harris & Jason Brown
Heather Blalr & Dan Lasteria
Marttzta Zllles & Chris Rlckelts

JIMMY V. & BIG RED
SEGNA & LORRAINE BOBBITT
RYAN CHUCK & JENNY LYNN
DOUBLE -D* & ALYNNE
DIRTY "B- & JEN
SKI & ALLYSON
JOULES & BECKY
SCOOTER & AMANDA
FLY & TONYA
HICK & MARIAH
BOB & ANDREA
ROB & KERRY
DAVE & MICHELLE
RANGE & SUZIE
GREG & AMY

AXil

Sandy and Danny Zucko
Ubby and Brian
Petle Pie and her Guy
Jenn and Bill
Me, myself and 1
Micki and Brian
Nikk and the Gator
Captain and Tanneal
Katerina and Dave
Sonny and Cher
Carrie and Jim
K.fl. and Zing
Peter, Paul and Mary
Gillie and Bo
Venus and Flouuerchild
John, Paul, George and Ringo

KAPPA DCITR DATC PARTY
FCBRURRV 11, 1994
AXil
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Wine, 'Dine and'Entertain
¥
« your Sweetheart
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
FOR THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE
Valentines Cards, Candy,
CreataCard, Gifts & Clothing
at the University Bookstore

•:•
•:•
•:•
•:•
4
•:•
•:•
•:•
•:•
•:•
T
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STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING M-TH 8-6, FRI 8-5, SAT 9-

i'

i

TONIGHT

AT COSMO'S

L O VE

LETTERS
A PLAY BY A.R. GURNEY

TICKETS - $2.00 SHOW STARTS AT 7:30
CALL 354-5282 FOR MORE INFO

WAUMART.
Always the low price on Valentines Day Gifts

Cut Flowers $5fe. fy /

•2-

a bunch

*
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McDonald's

Share A Cheeseburger
With Your
Valentine!
2 Cheeseburgers
for $1.00
P. o.^
NOW THROUGH
FEBRUARY 14!

Balloons starting at $1.50
Mylar Helium
American Greetings Create-a-Card
Design an original card for that
someone special

WAL*MART
Always The Low Price
1120 S. Main St.
M-Sat. 7a.m.- 11 p.m.; Sunday 10 a.m.- 8p.m.

I

Everything's Coming Up

HEARTS
and FLOWERS

Your Friends at McDonald's®
1470 East Wooster St.

9

■

Love lasts all year - but one special day. Feb. 14,
is set aside to celebrate the feeling. The best way
to show how you feel is a gift from Klotz Flower Farm.

or your one
and only
Carefully arranged or wrapped
with your special message
attached is an ideal way to say.
"I Love You"

See us for
great Valentine
gift ideas
» Balloons
» Plush Animals
» Cards
■> Silk Arrangements
»» Planters
»And So Much More!

** Order Now
To Ensure
Timely Delivery!

Give Her a Kiss
to Express Your Love
This beautifully crafted sterling silver kiss by J & C Ferrara is a perfect gift
for any occasion when you want to show affection.
And, how about wrapping it with a package of real
Hershey's Milk Chocolate Kisses to satisfy her sweet tooth.
Then, the rest is up to you-a kiss or two of your own wouldn't be bad.
Kiss in Sterling Silver a Vermeil
Also Available in 14K Gold and 18K Gold.

OPEN SUNDAY
*» 12-4 p.m.

SHOW ///OUR LOVE!
Send the FTDTreasured Memories'"
Bouquet
For your tpeaal Valenune
remembering all the spetial
times you've shared'

Charging is Easy!
fP Use your
Credit Cards.

KLOTZ FLOWER FARM
KLfcVERS JEWELRY

906 Napoleon Rd.. B.G. • 353-8381
Major Credit Cards Accepted

Free Gift Wrap

Fri 10-6
Sat 10-4:30
Mon 10-6

353-6691

v,

"Northwest Ohio's Most Complete Floricultural Shopping Experience"

••

The BG News

Valentine Flowers
Roses, Arrangements.
Balloons, Plants

HBpBisSrt* mmr
428 E. Wooster
phone-353-1045

Valentines (Day

OV^

V Monday, February 14,1994
Mow do I iovt tfue?
Vhm....

■ ■■■■■■■■■■I

•Be My Money

=BLGE RIBBON PHOTOi

$29.95

This stuffed honey bee will sweeten your Valentine's heart with a
pot of honey tucked in a basket ot red roses and daisies tor that
sting they'll never forget.

PRESERVE THAT
ROMANTIC MOMJ
ON FILM!,

•your Mean is in My Mand

$25.95

A very special arrangement of lavender roses and daisies In a white
ceramic container. Features a box of heart shaped soaps
embossed with a rose.

Circle of Love

$16.95

Two cuddley white teddy bears, joined with a heart, circle a vase of
two delicate red roses.

TuppyLove

$14.95

This Huffy pink and white puppy is holding a single red rose that will
make your Valentine's heart skip a beat.

•Everyone 9{eeds a Mug

$10.95

Give your Valentine a hug with this carnation bud vase and
loveable soft teddy bear.

The Flower Basket
165 S. Main (Downtown) • Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
Call 352-6395 • We Deliver!
-.

■£&

WE ARE Bowling Green's Only Full-Line
PHOTO STORE
Featuring: 1 Hour Film Processing •
• Cameras • Film • Lenses • Batteries •

Exp. 2/16/94
|.

Good on 110.126. 35mm, and Disk mm
(C-41 process). Get $3 oft on 36 esp..
or SI off on 12/15 exp. This coupon not
valid with any other offer. Ofler good at
ome of developing. One roll per
coupon. Coupon muet ecoompeny
order.

; Exp. 2/16/94
J.

• "Bears
• Candy
• 'Buttons
• Mugs
• 'BQSIlsor. drfrat. items
• Suzy Zoo gift items & cards
• 'Ballon •Bouquets - lyZLlVZ-Ky
WAILA-BLT.
o%!pL'Xj)4<yW!

Colkgiate Connection^ yj
531 %idge
Mrs: M%_10am ■ 8pm Jri & Sat 10am ■ 5:30pmSun 12 ■ S

$3, $2, $1 Off
Film Developing
■
■
j
J
•
■
!

V
¥

See us for your
Valentine needs

352-8333

DPDDGUOIF

Just add Ji .00 to the price MMM
give you ■ second set of color printsi
Otter good at trte ome of developing on
standard 3 1/2" size prints from 110,
Disk. 126. or 35mm (C-41 process). 12,
15,24,36 exposure rots. This otter not
valid with any other otter Limit one roll
per coupon. Coupon muet
accompany order.

V
V
!*

I

15% Discount on All Dark Room Supplies
For, Students Currently Enrolled
in Photo Class
Extra Set of
Prints For a $1

♦/

Personalize your
own Valentine's Day
Card with

VIDEO SPECTRUM

DCs LARGRST SOURCB OF VIOBO RNTBKI AINMP.N I

Come in with your sweetheart
and find a good movie
> this .Valentine's Day

-I

Bring In A Favorite Photo
And We Will Make A 5x7 Enlargement
For $1.69 & Get A Frame For 1/2 Off
Exp. 2/15/94

Coupon must accompany order.

Now Available Black and White
Rush Service (3 Hour Turn Around)
j We Gladly Accept Checks & Credit Cards

B Hi S
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5
157 N. Main St. 353-4244
(Across from Uptown)

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
(Conveniently Located on campus)

■w n r\

HOURS:
Mon-Thurs. 8-6
Fri.
8- 5
Sat.
9- 5

372-2851

0] £5

Cloet to Campus
Wooeter St so S. Prospect
to E. Weshimton
112 E. Waahimrton St.

Every 10th
rental I- U1-1 Best Selection and
Best Prices
Come See For Yourself.
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nlcntiiic**
VALENTINE'S DAY PACKAGE
#39.95
February* 13th & 14th
p« night i a

?&
&fV
Trj

Hair E. Canary

Room for 2 with Valentines' Gia & Pizza X^
BEST WESTEHNriSf G

Falcon Pla

G?>P

1450 E. Wooster St.
Advanced Reservations Required
^
352-4671

VmwtiJlizul

1096 N. Main
352-4683

>od
thru 3/7/94
«■■■■ ■■"■■ Ma

Nicole, Ronl,
Heidi, Kelly,
Susie, and
Leah
MH m^m UBS

mmgm mgmmi mmmm

J

a^r

•

'Call Today for and Appointment 354-14 77+

SEND YOUR
VALENTINE

"Your veiy own
message"

FOOD & DRUG

15 E. Wooster
354-1477

feancHo*

"Heart-Shaped"
Pizza

Only at Kroger

203 N. Main
FREE DELIVERY
PH. 352-5166

Open for Lunch
Fri. • Sal. Sun.
Any special prices apply-Good at all locations.
Pizzas can be sent to 2nd party-Call for details

t>
Roses are Red,
Violets are Blue,
We have an apart men I
a. Just Right for You! ^
A

Med 1 item Large 1 item
oj£?'
o^-$625

Everything's Coming Up

HEARTS

:
<
4

LARGE Heart-Shaped Sub j
itefi f fc P"
fpM^eIFe3
\W

Salami • Swiss •
Ham • Provolone •
Turkey • Plus choice
of toppings

«
*
«
*

DiBenedetto's

<

We're Baking Our Hearts Out For You!!!

*

352-4663

; fc Winthrop Terrace
fe
» 352-9133

t>

9

400 K. Vipoh-on lid.

Spend a Quiet 'Evening at 9{onu
Ihis Valentines' (Day with a
LittCe Oidf Jrom (Us.

»i

The Graduate Student Senate
STEAK & SEAFOOD

Presents

15-14 E Woctat/Bosdinq Gnwn

Bring in this coupon
For

2 7oz. Ribeye Dinners
(Including Buffet & Beverage)

$11.99

• Video Delivery
• Free Pick-Up

Sounds of the World
What: An International Music Concert
When: March 12,1994 at 8:00 pm
Where: United Methodist Church
(Wooster St. next to Wendy's)
Tickets: $3.00 (sold at the door)
Reservations: Call Cristina - 353-1447 or 372-7469
With the Support of World Student Association
The proceeds generated by Concert will

• Late N'rre Hours
• 1/2 Price Late Frees
• 99C Closing Special

Rent 1st video at
regular price get the
2nd for

99<t
expires 2/25/94

:

■

99<

M* Mart mar irta,

■ ■dmtnncasinMtrHc
luit MBIT HUH

No:

""*> ■> °««"

:

■
■

I'

■ 14IF WMITR ">>**>"<*wa*>
_
■ "**" "•»•"■ E-OuMIWt'MHM I.
_I54-5?8J
E.JW.S2/2S94
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Service offers CJO has guest speaker
sexual advice Group discusses jobs, internships in law enforcement
nication at Planned Parenthood.
"We have a capacity to double
the amount of numbers if we
If you have ever felt like you wish."
The Facts of Life Line offers
needed advice about your sexuality or other health issues but just many different views on sexuality and health. Among these are
didn't know
where to go,
birth control, rape, sexual harPlanned Parassment, sexually transmitted
enthood now
diseases, pregnancy, personal
growth and reproductive health.
has a way to
There is also a special section
give you the information you
for parents that deals with varneed.
ious topics like helping your
The Facts of
children in school, what to do if
Life Line,
your child has a drug problem
which has been
and questions to ask about child
in operation
day care.
since Feb. 2, is an information
service designed to help people
•The service is of vital imporwho need to get information on tance to adults as well as teens at
sexuality and other health issues. a time when biased, glamorized
The 24-hour recorded informa- and often inaccurate information
tion service is available every- floods the nation," Shambaugh
day by calling 255-KNOW from said.
any touch-tone phone.
"The messages can last anyMai in Pahl, executive director
where from two to six minutes of Planned Parenthood, remardepending on the kind of mes- ked that the Facts of Life Line is
sage," said Jane Shambaugh, di- already a success in over 45
rector of education and commu- communities across the country.

by Matt Freler

by Richard Leva
News staff writer

News contributing writer

HELP WANTED
The Gavel is in desperate need of
photographers for Spring Semester.
No previous experience necessary but
must have own 35 mm camera and be
reliable! If interested, please_call
Cyndi at 372-1709.

A Toledo police officer was
the guest speaker at the
Wednesday night meeting of
the Criminal Justice Organization, a student group designed
to offer students job and internship possibilities in the
area of law enforcement.
"With the criminal justice
program here in Bowling
Green, students have to do an
extensive internship," said
Kendra Cashen, president of
the organization. "So we go out
in the field and get some internship connections and job
opportunities."
The guest speaker at the
meeting, Capt. Thomas Gulch
of the vice metro section of the
Toledo Police Division, said the
division is offering an internship program.
"Currently, the TPD has a
class of 60 in the academy
right now," Gulch said. "There

by David Coehrs
News staff writer

A two-man city police bike patrol is scheduled to begin wheeling its way through the streets of
Bowling Green in May.
Officers Alan Carsey and Rick
Beaverson will police the city on
Schwinn 21-speed mountain
bikes after completing bicycle
patrol training in April, according to Lt. Tom Brokamp, bike patrol coordinator.

A^i[^

Tomorrow Night 7-11 P.M.
Throughout the 2nd
floor of the Union.

<e*
Snow Activities
Bungee Run
Velcro Wall
Human Bowling
Food
Caricatures
DJ
Carnival Booths
Maze
Mystics
Beach Volleyball

prostitution arrests made in
1993, most prostitutes spend
only minimal time in prison
because there isn't enough jail
space.
Gulch also stated his concern
that many prostitutes on the
streets are afflicted with sexually transmitted diseases like
AIDS or syphilis, but there is
little the police department can
do about it.
"Prostitutes used to go
through a health screening test
but that was taken away from
the vice squad," Gulch said.
"We know girls who are suffering from AIDS yet we cannot
compel them to take a test. It's
up to the courts."
Gulch said many unlikely
people have been arrested by
the Toledo police for soliciting
prostitution including corporate presidents, police officers
and clergy members.
Gulch said he wished the
media would print or announce

names of people who have been
arrested with prostitutes.
According to Gulch, most
massage parlors are actually
prostitution fronts. He mentioned a growing network
called "the Korean front,"
where a Korean female would
pay a $20,000 fee to obtain passage to the U.S.
In order to reach the States,
though, the woman would
marry an American serviceman who would soon divorce
her once they arrived here.
The serviceman would be paid
around $2,000 while the woman
would have to join a prostitution ring where she would
be treated as an "indentured
servant" until her debts had
been paid off.
"We would like to see accounting majors, business
majors and computer science
majors," Cashen said.
For more Information about
the Criminal Justice Organization, call 372-6108.

BG gains new bike patrol
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are plans to hire 40 in 1994.
Toledo has a budget deficit of
$9 million going into this year,
so whether or not the police
class is eliminated because of
that deficit is anyone's guess."
Gulch said drug enforcement
is a top concern for the Toledo
Police Division. The Toledo
Vice Squad has the responsibility of finding and shutting
down crack houses in the city
and a new method called civil
closure has made this task
simpler.
"After we get sufficient buys
from a crack house, we get a
search warrant and after two
search warrants in the same
location, we go to the prosecutor's office and ask for a
civil closure on the property,"
Gulch said.
According to Gulch, prostitution is still a problem in
Toledo, especially in north
Toledo, where the area is mostly residential. He said even
though there were over 700

Proceeds benefit:
Fostoria Shelter for Battered
Women and Children

Call 2-2343
for details
Tonight: 7 P.M.
Andrews Pool
Dive-in with

JAWS!

B
E
A
C
H

The patrol probably will pedal
through Bowling Green city
streets from its inception in May
until the cold weather begins in
fall, he said. It will complement
regular vehicle patrol.
The bike patrol officers will
train for five days at the Dayton
Police Department bicycle patrol
school, he said.
"We've been wanting [a bike
patrol] for several years, but we
didn't have the manpower," Brokamp said.
He said last year's levy passage has made it possible to hire
additional officers, some of
whom could be added to the bike
patrol later if it merits expansion.
"The bikes are very effective
in high volume crime areas because they're stealthy," Brokamp said. "They're not noisy so

CAMPUS TANNING
TAN SPECIAL
$30.00 Month Unlimited

said. "They never get a chance
with most people because they're
not thought of as accessible."
People who have contact with
bike patrols lose their negative
attitudes about the police, said
Howard, a 12-year veteran. Even
criminals are more responsive to
a bike patrol and generally offer
it less resistence, he said.
Howard said a bike patrol can
perform any police patrol duty
except the transport of criminals. He said bike patrols he has
trained for cities across the
United States and Canada have
experienced less than a halfpercent failure rate.
Bike patrol training includes
lessons in maneuvering safely
through traffic and minimizing
traffic risks, Brokamp said.
Patrol officers also learn how
to be a police officer on a bicycle
and learn to regard the bicycle as
a vehicle, he added.
"Once you train on a bicycle
it's no more dangerous than being on regular patrol," he said.

(Buy now. Book limes ahead)
or

$25.00 11 visits
(now open 7 dayi)
Closest to Campus
425 Eist Woosler

352-7889

Tim Messenger's
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Nads by Timia

354-2244
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they can sneak up on criminal
situations."
He added the patrol also can
effectively be used for enforcement of other bicyclists.
A main purpose of the bike patrol will be to develop a stronger
relationship between citizens and
the police, Brokamp said.
"People tend to be more open
with a bicycle officer," he said.
"We definitely want people to
talk with our officers. We want
them to get to know the officers
for who they really are."
A bike patrol not only is an effective means of control, it also
endears the officers to the community, said Allan Howard, Dayton police officer and chief instructor at the bicycle patrol
school.
"Most people have a stereotypical view of police officers," he

Sun.
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Redskins, BG
battle for first
by Drew Dugan
News sports writer

Women aiming
for first place

in the series, which Miami leads
54-34, was during the 1987-88
season. Miami has won seven of
the last 10 at home in the series.

by Mike Kazlmore
assistant sports editor

With a little luck this weekend,
the women's basketball team
could find itself in a first-place
tie with the Toledo Rockets who
have to face the high-scoring
Golden Flashes of Kent State.
This isn't to say that the Falcons, 16-3 overall and 10-1 in conference action, are going to look
past the Redskins of Miami this
Saturday in Oxford, Ohio.
"We'd be foolish to think that
Miami won't be ready for us,"
Clark said. BG head coach Jaci
Clark will be looking for another
strong performance from Talita
Scott. Scott, a senior forward, is
averaging more than 17 points
per game. Michelle Shade, who
occupies the other forward slot,
is also tossing in more than 16
markers a game.
Scott and Shade are a big

BG and Miami are the only
teams that can boast of having
Miami will lean heavily on
the best record in the MidAmerican Conference, but that players Landon Hackim (17.0
will change when the Redskins ppg, 2.1 apg), Tu Tu Brown (7.9
will host the Falcons Saturday ppg), Kevin Beard (4.2 ppg) and
and only one will walk away with Gregg Darbyshire (4.5 ppg).
Hackim, the Redskins' leading
the top position.
Both teams are tied for first in scorer, was three for 14 from the
the league with overall records field last week, missing all seven
of 13-6 and 8-3 In conference ac- of his three-poin^ attempts. Five
tion. Miami is 7-2 at home overall Miami players have 14 or more
and 4-1 in conference play. treys this season, with Hackim
Miami lost both of its games last leading the way with 55, but only
week and has won just five of one starter - Jamie Mahaffey is shooting better than 50 pertheir last eight.
The Falcons posted a 74-59 vic- cent from the field. Miami is
tory against Miami at home ear- averaging 78.6 points per game.
lier this season, but the Redskins
The Falcons will rely on leader
have won nine of their last 12 Shane Komives in scoring. Kogames, including each of the last mives, who scored 33 points in
five at home. BG's last road win Wednesday's game.

Bowling Green vs. Miami
Mid-American Conference Rankings
Men's Basketball
Falcons
Scoring:
70.8 (6)
Scoring Margin
+6.4 (3)
FG%:
48.0% (2)
3-Pt. FG%:
34.8% (8)
FT%:
67.2% (3)
Pts. Allowed:
64.4 (2)
FG% Defense:
42.8% (4)
Reb. Margin:
+3.6 (3)

Redskins
78.6 (3)
+8.9(2)
46.6% (4)
38.6% (4)
63.6% (8)
69.7 (7)
45.6% (6)
+3.8 (2)

reason why the Falcons are averaging over 80 points per contest,
which ranks second in the MAC
behind Kent State. Another
reason is that BG is the best
shooting team in the league, connecting on nearly 48 percent of
its shots.
The Falcons have carried their
fine shooting from the floor to
the charity stripe where they
have nailed 75 percent of their
tosses. In fact, the lofty percentage is tops in the nation.
Although offense may be what
the team is recognized for, ultimately it has been its defense
that has led to the squad's 16 victories.
Throughout the season, the
Falcons have used a full-court
pressing defense that has forced
the opposition into a number of
turnovers and bad decisions.
Scott has spearheaded this defensive charge all year.

Bowling Green vs. Miami
Mid-American Conference Rankings

Thr BG Nrwi/Koia Wtllzner

Bowling Green's Floyd Miller shoots over the outstretched arms of
two Ball State defenders during the Falcons'thrilling 92-91 overtime
victory over the Cardinals Wednesday night at Anderson Arena.

Women's Basketball
Falcons
Scoring:
80.3 (2)
Scoring Margin
+10.7 (3)
FG%:
47.7% (1)
3-Pt. FG%:
32.2% (5)
FT%:
75.4% (1)
Pts. Allowed:
69.6 (5)
FG% Defense:
43.8% (9)
Reb. Margin:
+ 1.8(4)

Redskins
71.4 (5)
+4.3 (5)
43.3% (3)
38.8% (1)
67.6% (4)
67.1(4)
43.8% (8)
-1.1(6)

Women prepared BG tries to rebound at Kent
toface Ball State
by Randy Setter
assistant sports editor

by Ray DeVlto
News sportswriter

The Bowling Green gymnastic
team will host Mid-American
Conference leaders Ball State in
the Falcons' first home conference meet of the year tonight at 6
p.m. at Eppler North gymnasium.
BG, 1-2 overall and 0-1 in the
MAC, have worked hard preparing for the Cardinals and head
coach Charles Simpson feels that
competing at home is to BG's advantage.
"This Is where you want to face
the conference leader, at home,"
Simpson said. "It will take a
superb team effort to win, due to
our injury situations, but I feel

we can. If they do win they will
have toearn it."
Injuries have affected the
team all year. With injured team
members sophomore Nikki Riggs
and freshman Kelley McClelland
not competing, the team's depth
is limited. Senior Jennifer Nacca
Is also hurt but will still compete
with a sprained ankle.
Healthy team members competing include senior captain Elisa Martlnelll and sophomore
Karen Jordan, both will compete
in the all-around. On the vault the
team will be led by senior Julia
Zelikov and freshman Erne Cole
- both had their highest vault
scores of the season at Kent.

Toledo hanging
around the top
by Rusty Miller
The Associated Press

Toledo coach Larry Gipson
has a succinct evaluation of
his team's status with seven
games left In the MidAmerican Conference race.
"We're kind of hangln'
around," Gipson said.
Two years removed from a
dreadful 7-20 campaign, the
Rockets are tied with Ohio
University just a game back of
co-leaders Bowling Green and
Miami of Ohio.
"I'm satisfied the kids are
playing well," Gipson said.
"They're doing a lot of the
little things you need to do to
stay successful. But I'm most
interested in if they're just
playing good basketball."
The Rockets, seeking their
fifth win in a row, play at Kent
Saturday.
Other games involving MAC
teams find Central Michigan
at Western Michigan, Bowling
Green at Miami and Ohio U. at
Akron Saturday, with Eastern
Michigan playing at Ball State
Sunday.
The battle at Miami Saturday features teams with Identical 13-6 records overall and
8-3 marks in the MAC. Ohio U.
(15-7) and Toledo (12-7) are
both 7-4 in the MAC, followed

by Eastern (11-8) and Ball
State (10-9), both 6-5. Kent is
10-9 overall and 5-6 in the
MAC, while Western is 11-9
and 4-7. Sharing ninth place
are Akron (8-11) and Central
(3-16), both of which are 2-9 in
the MAC.
With only eight teams qualifying for the MAC postseason
tournament, Akron and Central need to make up two
games on preseason favorite
Western In the last 3 weeks
In order to make the field.
When Gipson came to
Toledo three years ago, his
first team missed out on the
MAC tournament with a
dreadful 3-13 league record.
Gipson had come from Northeast Oklahoma A&M, where he
won a national junior-college
championship In 1989. It was
hard to make the transition to
a mediocre ~ at best - team.
"The team we put on the
floor my first year was obviously the least talented team
in the league," he said. "A
year later, we were able to get
to the middle of the pack
(12-16). I don't know how we'll
finish this year, maybe we'll
end up In the middle of the
pack again. But with seven
games left it appears we're In
contention."

The Importance of this
weekend's hockey games at
Kent State was magnified by
last weekend's split. A 7-6
overtime win against IllinoisChicago and a 4-3 loss to Ohio
State left the Falcons
(10-9-2-25 points) falling further behind the top teams. BG
trails Miami by three points
and Lake Superior by four.
Not only is the final home ice
position up for grabs with Ferris State trailing with 22 points,
but they will also be looking to
win two for the coach. Head

coach Jerry York stands two
victories away from a tie for
eighth place for career victories with former Denver coach
Murray Armstrong at 462 victories. York is in his 15th
season with the Falcons, 22
years overall in the collegiate
ranks.
The weekend series against
Kent, 5-15-2, is the last away
weekend series for the Falcons. After this weekend, five
of the last seven contests are
home games. BG travels to
Miami on a Tuesday night and
travels to Notre Dame for the
final regular season game.
Kent State holds the series

BG allowed its first
penalty shot goal in
the 25-year history of
the program when
Steve Richards beat
goaltender Will
Clarke.
edge over the Falcons. The Flashes started their inaugural
CCHA season with a 2-1-0 record against the Falcons.
However, the lone Falcon win
came at Kent State, 5-3. Former Falcon Brett Harkins con-

verted a penalty shot for the
game-winning goal on Halloween night.
Last weekend's action saw a
double-shot of penalty shots as
BG and Ohio State each converted on attempts.
Center Brian Holzinger
netted the first of his career,
beating UIC goaltender Jeff
Featherstone.
BG allowed its first penalty
shot goal in the 25-year history
of the program when Steve
Richards beat goaltender Will
Clarke. Ohio State was awarded another penalty shot but
elected to take a two-minute
power play instead.

Price to compete in shootout
by Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS - Remember
that shot Michael Jordan made
against the Lakers in the 1991
NBA Finals? The one where he
floated down the lane, thought
about dunking, changed his mind,
kept floating, switched the ball to
his left hand, flipped It off the
glass and scored?
Mark Price can't do that. But
Price also points out that, awesome as it might have been, the
shot counted for only two points
- and Price could have gotten
you three just as quickly.
"I think more than any other
shot, the 3-polnter can really drill
a team," said Price, the Cleveland Cavaliers' All-Star point
guard. "If you're up by one point
at the end of a game, and you
come down and hit a three, all of
a sudden the game's out of reach.
It's great, especially for a guy
like me who cant go in there and
excite the crowd with a dunk or
something like that."
Price will be busy this weekend
participating in the NBA's AT&T
Long Distance Shootout on Saturday and the All-Star Game on
Sunday. It's his fourth appearance in the shootout - he finally
won it last year in Salt Lake City,
edging Portland's Terry Porter in
the finals - and also his fourth
year as an All-Star.
Competing against Price in the
shootout will be San Antonio's
Dale Ellis, the 1989 winrer and
the NBA career leader in 3-pointers made; Chicago's B.J. Annstrong and Steve Kerr, the career

leader In 3-point accuracy; Philadelphia's Dana Barros; Phoenix's
Dan Majerle; Milwaukee's Eric
Murdock; and Sacramento's
Mitch Richmond.
The contest has been held for
eight years but has had just four
winners. Larry Bird and Craig
Hodges each won three times,
and Price and Ellis each won
once.
"It basically comes down to
who's hot that night," Price said.
"Last year, I had a blast winning
it. I always said if I could get past
the first round, I could win it.
The first round is the toughest,
because everybody's nervous."
After winning the contest,
Price kept it up the next day by
sinking a record six.! pointers in
the All-Star Game.
The exposure he got that
weekend helped him earn a spot
on the All-NBA first team at
season's end.
'To shoot like that during the
game probably meant more to me
than winning the shootout," he
said.
Price has been shooting from
long range as long as he can remember. His father, Denny, a
former college coach who was
once an assistant coach with the
Phoenix Suns, taught him the
fundamentals, helping Price develop the textbook shooting style
that has allowed him to compensate for his size.
"In high school [ in Enid, OklaJ,
I scored a lot. Teams start playing you harder. You had to step
T»c AlMctatrd Pin
out farther to get shots. That just
Cleveland
Cavaliers
guard
Mark
Price
defends
his
three-point
shoonever bothered me," he said.
tout title this weekend at the All Star festivities.
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Let the Olympic Games begin
Village draws
rave reviews
by David Crary
The Associated Press
LILLEHAMMER, Norway -The Russians were locked in
Mortal Kombat. Nearby, the
Americans were engrossed in
NBA Jam.
At the video game room, and
throughout the Olympic Village,
it was all systems go Wednesday
as competitors and officials
streamed in by the hundreds.
A random sampling of athletes
found ample enthusiasm and few
complaints so far. Kerryn Rim, a
biathlon competitor from Australia, raved about the whole place,
but most especially the hair salon.
"It's really good," she said of
her new, no-charge haircut.
The village, on a hillside overlooking Lillehammer, will accommodate about 2,650 people at
the peak of the Games. They can
play tennis indoors, shop for
flowers, borrow compact discs
from a music library.
Those seeking inspiration can
pray at a religious center. Russian Orthodox, Roman Catholic,
Lutheran and Reformed Church
clergy are on the site, and Jewish, Islamic and Buddhist representatives are on call.
Free goods and services

abound. The team from Kyrgyzstan sent a volunteer to the hospitality desk of the Bausch & Lomb
optics company to be sure they
didn't miss out on free sunglasses, worth about $110 each, being
issued to all athletes, coaches and
officials.
One thing not readily available
is liquor. The cafeteria, snack
bar, even the discotheque are alcohol-free.
Kristin Berg, a member of the
Canadian women's biathlon team,
had no complaints.
"It's fabulous-everything you
could possibly want," said Berg,
25, of Calgary. "There are tons of
things to do. You have to pick and
choose."
This is her first Olympics, but
she said teammates who were in
Albertville, France, in 1992 like
the Lillehammer setup better because athletes from a variety of
disciplines are lumped together.
In France, with a few exceptions,
each event had a separate venue
with its own Olympic village.
"It's exciting to be with the
whole team," Berg said. "Plus,
the ratio of guys to girls here is
at least 3-to-l."
Luke Bodensteiner, a crosscountry skier from West Bend,
Wis., said he liked everything
from the food to the snow.

Precious Moments
v Cherished Teddies »
v Calico Kitties »
Great way to show someone how
SPECIAL they are to you...

Harding files
suit to skate
by Bob Baum
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

U.S. Olympic goalteoder Mike Dunham wrestles an assistant coach
during practice In Norway.
"For the next two weeks I'm next-door neighbor is a companot going to be able to take this triot, not a stranger.
smile off my face," he said. "You
"If there's noise in the next
meet so many cool people. Iff a room, you can just say, 'Shut up,"
said Rim, 31, who finds the acbig party."
His only complaint: thin walls commodations more convivial
than those in Albertville.
in the housing units.
"You can hear everything," he
said.
The chief administrator of the
But even that problem has its village, officially titled the
bright side. Unlike some past mayor, is Kjell Einarsen, who in
Olympics, each national team is non-Olympic life is director of
in a self-contained unit, so one's Norway's hotel association.
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as required under the USOC
constitution."
In another affidavit, Harding's coach, Diane Rawlinson, said requiring the skater
to appear at the hearing "will
make final preparations for
the Olympic competition impossible." The Games start
Saturday; women's figure
skating begins Feb. 23.
'To allow such a procedure
will severely prejudice Ms.
Harding's ability to compete
and will work to her severe
detriment relevant to her

OREGON CITY, Ore. - She
doesn't have the money, she
doesnt have the time, and if
she did show up at the U.S.
Olympic Committee's disciplinary hearing, she wouldn't
get a fair shake, anyway.
Tonya Harding cited all
those reasons in dozens of
pages of court documents
filed Thursday in a lawsuit
seeking $25 million in damages if the USOC blocks her
from figure skating in the
Olympics.
The U.S. champion has been
asked to defend herself at a
special hearing in Oslo on
Tuesday that will determine
whether her role in the attack
on rival Nancy Kerrigan warrants banishment from the
Winter Games.
USOC executive director
Harvey Schiller, reached at
the Games in Lillehammer,
Norway, declined to say immediately how the USOC
would respond. He said committee lawyers were preparing a response.
"It's eight hours earlier in
Colorado," Schiller said, re- competitors," it said.
ferring to the USOC headquarRawlinson said in her affiters in Colorado Springs.
davit that due to security conA hearing was set for Friday cerns, Harding's Olympic
on Harding's request for a team leader had recomcourt order against the USOC.
mended that Harding delay
In one affidavit filed in her travel plans to LillehamClack.mi,is County Circuit mer and make arrangements
Court, Harding said:
through the USOC's travel bu"I cannot afford to pay the reau. She said final travel arexpenses of attorneys and rangements have been conwitnesses to appear for a hear- firmed, indicating it may be
ing in Oslo ... and as a result, impossible to get Harding to
will not have the opportunity Oslo by Tuesday.
to be assisted in the presen"I have done nothing that
tation of my case, to confront would warrant my removal
and cross-examine adverse from the U.S. Olympic team
witnesses, and to call witnes- and I would be Irreparably
ses and present oral and writ- harmed if I were not allowed
ten evidence and arguments to compete."
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Home turf may
propel Norway
to top of heap
overhauled the training program
and flooded it with $100 million.
The result: They're competing
LILLEHAMMER, Norway - No to beat the world, not just the
matter that the Norwegians rival Swedes.
"We used to be Sweden's little
claim to have invented skiing and
speedskating. They've been brother, but not any more," said
practically "nesten glemt" - an All' Henning Fredstad, sports
afterthought -- at most recent editor of Norway's largest newspaper Verden Gang, in an interOlympics.
Sure, they fared reasonably view Wednesday.
Norway gets to show its talent
well at sports where athletes
head off into the woods or keep - and its fanaticism - to the
circling a rink. But entering world on Sunday, the first full
1992, they'd won only 22 gold day of Olympic competition. Jomedals in the previous four dec- hann Olav Koss speedskates for Figure skater Nancy Kerrigan twirls admist the Olympic rings during
gold in the Norwegians' single bertville, France.
ades at the Winter Games.
Suddenly, "pang" - boom! favorite event, the men's 5,000
They are the mighty Vikings meters.
again.
This rugged nation of 4.3 million people is now a winter sports
powerhouse, widely predicted to
beat Russia and Germany to win
the medals race on its "hjemmebanen," home turf.
No more underdog role as in
1992, when Norway snuck up on
by Larry McShane
guns, a change from Games at
the world with nine gold medals
The Associated Press
Barcelona and Sarajevo, where
and an all-time best 20 overall
armed soldiers were a common
after taking home only four meLILLEHAMMER, Norway -- sight. Two years ago in Albertvi- There's more to protect here lle, the security force was triple
dals from Calgary.
Great expectations, the counthan Nancy Kerrigan.
the size of the Lillehammer contry's biggest event ever. ... Are
Middle East terrorism and an- tingent.
Norwegians fretting under the
ti-whaling protests are the main
But authorities here are confisecurity concerns at the Lille- dent of handling anything that
pressure?
Nei.
hammer Games, and one-third of arises ~ even the possibility of
Norway's police force was as- Middle East terrorists reacting
Publicly at least, you could say
signed to maintdents - joined to Norway's role in last year's
they're Lapping it up, with many
predicting a better-run Games
athletes and tourists gathering peace agreement between Israel
How much do the Norwegians here for Saturday's opening and the Palestine Liberation Orthan Albertville with similar medal results. And that makes their love speedskating? They built an ceremonies.
ganization.
king uneasy.
Olympic arena that holds three
"All the world can feel calm
"We constantly looked at that,
"I am a little worried that peo- times as many spectators as the and feel that their athletes are and at the international signals
ple will be disappointed if we one for figure skating, and snat- protected," said Arne Huuse, that we get," Roger Andresen,
don't get IS gold medals," King ched up every 5,000-meter ticket commander of the Olympic spokesman for the Olympic
Harald V, himself a world cham- long ago.
police force. "We have planned police force, said Thursday. "We
pion sailor, said recently. "If we
security for these Games down to have taken into consideration
Kjetil Andre Aamodt, first in the last detail for five years, and that someone from there could
win three, four or five gold methe phone book and first in the we are ready. It will all come off try to do something here."
dals we should be happy."
The country has risen to the hearts of his countrymen, could safely."
Norway was host for months of
occasion before. When Oslo was strike gold twice in Alpine skiing
Organizers spent $50 million secret talks leading up the histohost for the Winter Olympics in after winning two medals at Al- on security, though their ap- ric Sept. 13 agreement. Heiberg
19S2, Norway won a Games-high bertville.
proach is more low-key than at promised at the time to take
16 medals.
past Olympics. "Service with a whatever steps were needed to
But when Lillehammer was aAnd Espen Bredesen is being smile" is their motto - a slogan "prevent another Munich" ~ the
warded the 1994 Games 5 1-2 counted on to bring home gold more likely for an interstate gas 1972 massacre of 11 Israeli athyears ago, the government and for Norway in both the individual station than an international se- letes in the Olympic Village.
national Olympic officials de- and team jumping on the large curity force.
Fresher than that tragic image
cided to take no chances. They hill.
Norwegian police don't carry is the picture of Kerrigan getting

Life after
Olympics
brightfor
Kerrigan

by Dave Carpenter
The Associated Press

by Anne Thompson
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

the 1992 Winter Olympics at Al-

Security contingent
prepares for threats
bashed with a club Jan. 6 in Detroit. Ice officers - about a third
of Norway's total - were assigned to Games duty. Included
are an anti-terrorist unit, hostage
negotiators and bomb squads.
Five helicopters, 400 cars and
50 police dogs -- eight of them
bomb-sniffing specialists from
Northern Ireland - are also on
the case. On the high-tech front,
surveillance cameras will photograph cars coming into the region, while a helicopter will provide live shots via both day and
night cameras.
That's not all. All food brought
into the Olympic athletes' village
is inspected. Mail sent to Vll's is
run through X-ray scanners.
Credentials are checked electronically for authenticity.
One athlete will receive special
protection - and no, it's not Kerrigan or nemesis Tonya Harding.
Prince Albert of Monaco, competing in the Olympic bobsled,
will whip down the run at Hun
derfossen under the watchful
eyes of plainclothes police.

BOSTON -- Nancy Kerrigan
could return home without a medal and her future would probably still be golden.
The 24-year-old figure skater
departed Wednesday for Lillehammer, Norway, and the Winter
Olympics, but she leaves behind
a stable cache of commercial
clout.
Already popular before she
was clubbed near her right knee
a month ago, Kerrigan's sponsors
now include Reebok, Campbell's
Soup, Seiko, Evian water and
Northwest Airlines. She was the
star of a network television exhibition Saturday called "Nancy
Kerrigan and Friends" and is
scheduled to host "Saturday
Night Live" in March.
"She deserves it much more
than those professional athletes,
football players, they're so overpaid," said Jay Morrison of Palm
Beach, Fla., who was on Kerrigan's flight from Boston.
Kerrigan flew from Logan International Airport to Washington, and then to Brussels, Belgium. She was expected to arrive
in Lillehammer, Norway, via
Oslo, this afternoon.
There, she'll soon come faceto-face with Tonya Harding,
whose ex-husband and other
members of her entourage have
been implicated in the Jan. 6 assault during the U.S. Figure Skating Championships.
Asked if she was prepared to
skate with Harding, Kerrigan
said: "I'm prepared for the competition."
And about the Olympic training schedule, which would require her to practice side-by-side
with Harding, Kerrigan told reporters: "I'm more uncomfortable standing here talking to all of
you guys."
Unless Tonya Harding is prevented from competing, she and
Kerrigan will practice at the
same time.

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS
An Important
Romance 4 RasponaibHIty Month tv.nl!
FIGHTING FOR THEIR LIVES
PEOPLE UVINO WITH AIDS
Tuesday.Fob 15,7:30 pm
Lennart Grand Ballroom in Union
,

FREE ADMISSION
EVERYONE WELCOME

ROMANCE

An Outrageous
a RESPONSIBIITY MONTH
EVENTI

CAMPUS - WIDE DANCE I
SATURDAY. FLB 12.1984
AMANI ROOM in NE COMMONS
FREEIFREEIFREEI
music providad by WFAL
Sponeored by MacOonald Quad.

BG STUDENTS. STAFF 4 FACULTY
YOU CAN MAKE A DFFERENCE
YOU CAN HELP SAVE SOMEONE'S UFE
Question- How Can I Do This?
Answer: By Donating Bloodll
B.O.S.U BLOOOMOBILE
NE COMMONS
Fob /th-11th. 10 30-4 30 each day
Someone's Lite Depends On Your Donalionll

Interested in TV Production or Broadcast Journalism. Come to the next Campua Connection meeting - Sun 930 pm - WBGU-TV For
more information call: 372-6337.
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIA
TON
- MEETING -

Big up reggae massive • 10th Bob Meriey Tribute. 9 pm, Sat. Feb 26. Union Ballroom. ARK
Band. A Caribbean Assoc event.
FACT: WOMEN EARN 70 CENTS FOR
EVERY
$1.00 THAT MEN DO
Want to learn more?
Come to the Women lor Women
FEMINIST BAKE SALE
Monday. Feb. 14.9-3
Union Foyer
Gel your picture in rne Day-by-Dayl
We need pictures tor neit year's calender'
Turn in your lavonte photo ID UAO at 330
Union by April 1st at 5pm. Call 2-2343 lor de
Mtfa. We need your photo (or rne Day-by-Dayl

FEBRUARY 16H1
1130 am
MoseteyHell
OFFCAMPUS STUDENT CENTER
Main Lounge
Planning February Event:
Roller Skating/Pizza Party

LOST & FOUND
LOST - camera in case 1/29
at BG vs. Akron women's game
Can collect tor reward (216) 226-7068

Word Processing • Term Papers, Thetis. Resumes. Dissertations on Laser Pnnler. Call
352-6705(910 9).
Valentine
PaychtcFelr

PERSONALS
LOST: BLACK TOMCAT WITH WHITE
PATCH ON BELLY AND YELLOW EYES IN
VICINITY OF THURSTIN AND RIDGE. VERY
FRIENDLY. ANSWERS TO NAME OF
TUCKER. IF FOUND PLEASE CALL STEVE
AI 353 0194
MISSING 20 computer disks
m a clear FUJI disk case. Contact Todd
at 2-1752 REWARD OFFERED.

ZBT

11-6 Sunday al
The Junction
Glftedreaders t
Unique slu"'
Watch the FRIDAY
INSIDER for details

Congratulations
Ken Allen
tor
Athlete ol the Weeki
continued on p. 12

Come and enjoy time away
from the books"
Trie Ode is high and I'm moving on...
Remember thai hit by Blondie? Well
this Sat. from 7-11pm on the 2nd floor
of the Union, relive trie summer fun wirh
-The Tide la High.- UAO* Beach Bash
celebrabonl Food, music, games
caricatures, beach volleyball
and much morel
Proceeds c benefit Foeloria Bartered Women* and Children* Shelter. Call 2-2343 lor
into.

SERVICES OFFERED
PREGNANT?
We can help. FREE s CONFDENTIAL pregnancy teals, support & information BG Preg
nancy Center. Can 354 HOPE
Troubles w/Autocad' Cell Rick 1-385-9533 for
tutoring. Also. CAD Drawings done from your
sketches.

HRUEN HOUSE

USG • USG • USG • USG • USG
This year USG spent over
$32,000 or your student dollarall
USG CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
PresldenllaLVIce Preeldentlel ticket a Al
Large Senator .lections March 6*9, 1994.
Petition, for candidacy available In 405
Student Oervte— on Monday, January 31,
1994.
Completed petlllone due February 11,1994
at 12:00pm In 405 Student Service*.
Mandatory candldatea meeting February
11.1994.li.00pm.
USO • USG ' USG • USG
Want to get involved in me largest student
programming board on campus?
Join UAOII
Director applications available in the UAO office. 330 Union. Feb. 22. What is a director'
Come ind out Feb. 23 from 89 pm. Gain
leadership, planning. a organizational skills!
Call 2 2343 tor details.
Join UAOII

What do VOU want in
an apartment?
&

1515 E. LUooster

Close...
Affordable...

Spacious...
Clean...

Come To
Preferred Properties
1068 NORTH MAIN - 354'7262

IF YOU'RE NOT RECYCLING

SS

Call for more
Office in Cherry
information at
Wood Health Spa
352-9367
8th and High St.
iiiiiii!;:i!iii:iii:iiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiii!i!i!iii!i!i:i:i:iii:;i.':;5

WHERE IS YOUR HAT?

]

The BG News
Friday, February 11, 1994

Classifieds
page twelve
continued froni p 11

M WWirn Falcon Plaza
Valantina a Day Packags OS 95
February 13th a Mih

Cottaoe ot Eduction ft Allied Prof ••■iora
SCHOLARSHIPS
Apphcaiions lor 1994 95 Scholarships are now
available to students in me College ot Education a Allied Professions Forms may be picked
up m the Dean's Office. 444 Education Bldg
Completed applications must be returned by
Tjosday. March 1

For raaarvatlona call 052-4671

f 1 Aarssoms Spring Braakl Panama Ciryl 8
Days Oceanwew Room With Kitchen $1191
Walk To Beat Bars' Includes Free Discount
Card - Save $50 On Cover Charges1
1 800 678-6386
■1 Awesome Spring Break Best Trips a
Prices' Bahamas Paly Cruise 6 Days $2791
Includes 12 Meals & 6 Free Parties! Panama
City Room With Kitchen 8 Days $1191 Canoun
a Jamaica With Air From Columbus 8 Days
From $46SI Daytona H491 Key West S249I
CocoeBeachH59M 800678 6386
at Awesome Spring Break Bahamaa Parry
Cruisei 6 Days S279I Trip Includes Cruise a
Room. 12 Meals a 6 Free Parties I Hurry! This
VWISIOutM-800 6/8 6386
'THEY'RE COMINGIM'
Catholics on Campus Week
foO 14-18
"HAPPY BIRTHDAY"
TO BASKt TBALL PLAYE RS
TALITA SCOTT #35 i JAMES CERISIER »33
•3.R.-9.R.-S.R.-3.R.'
The lab has your test results
PLEASE call Dr Kevorkian ASAP
ALPHA PHI ■ ALPHA PHI
Congratulations Shae on your Christmas engagement lo Man1
Love. Carol. Julie. Polly, t Sandra
Alpha Slga ■ Alpha Siga • Alpha Sige
I he Brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi would like to
congratulate Jim Vlckereon his recent lavaliering to Kim Weckman
Alpha Siga' Alpha Slga ' Alpha Slga
Alpha Slga ' Alpha Slga ■ Alpha Slga
The Brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi would like to
congratulate Darren Dunn on his recent lava
lienng to Atynne Strait
Alpha Slga • Alpha Slga ' Alpha Slga

CREATE A CARD
FOR YOU R VALENTINES
AT THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Do you have a crush on (hat special person?
Let SOLD, help you reach out on Valentine's
Day! Feb. 9.10.11 & 14 SOLO wiN be telling
cans ot Crush to be sent to that special
someone. Come by the Education Steps and
give them CFtUSHU
"We're S O LD on Love"
FIJI* FLU 'FIJI
Brother ot the Month - Ryan Sellers
Pledge ot the Month • Welly L ano
Athlete of the Month • Stephen Ebanks
Congratulations
For that special someone Balloon bouquets.
candy-Ailed heart mugs. Valentine bears. Suzy
Zoo gifts & cards Collegiate Connection, 531
n-ageSt
HEADOUARTERS FOR HAIR
Tim Messenger is now taking appointments
MI 10-8 Sat 10-3
CUtS $10-15 354-2244
INTRAMURAL ENTRIFS DUE Coed Whittle
ball - Feb. 16. Due in 130 Field House by 4O0
P?v
JOBS - We know you want one, that's why the
Undergraduate Alumni Association is sponsoring the Extern Experience An opportunity to
spend a week with a BG Alum in your career
Heidi Into and applications at the MkleD Alumni
Center. 371 BA. 360 Student Services.
KKG * KKG ' KKG ' KKG ' KKG
Attention Kappas I
Get excited lor our first
DATE DASH
of the semester tonight' i'
Time; 7:00 pm-10:00 pm
Place: Some Other Place
We will see you there11"
KKG • KKG ' KKG ' KKG ' KKG

Attention Greeks! V,tontine Specials Russell
ProCotton lettered sweatshirts $29.95. Russell
lettered T-shirts $9 95 Also, a selection of assorted items 10-60% off Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St
Attention Ana * Sclencee Majors'
Come to "How to find your own Co-op Inlemahlp." Friday February 11.1994 3:30 pm
300 Student Services Call: 2-2451 lor delalle.
BOB MARLEY Reggae Tnbute is al 9 pm
Sal. Feb 28. Lenhart Ballroom with
THE ARK BAND A Carnbean Assoc event

LoveManda
Phi Mu - Phi Mu ■ Phi Mu
Congratulations to Melissa Tittle and Beth Hodakievtc on being inducted into the Order of
Omega What an honor!
Ph'Mu PhiMu-PniMu
Thanks to Amy and Margaret for all of their
(artwork Wp.ippreoatPit
MARD. GRAS COFFEEHOUSE
Celebrate Catholics on Campus Week with a
Mardi Gras coffeehouse at 8pm on Feb. 15 at
St Tom's. Join us tor music, coffee and FUN' ll
you are interested in sharing a special talent of
singing, playing a musical instrument or read
jng poetry etc., call Cathie at 3S2-7SSS.
PARTY PARTY PARTY
Find people In your area
who want you to party
wit. them, maybe tonight!
1-900-486-3300
Extension 2903
Must be 18 years $2 99'mm
ProCall Company (602) 954-7420

Huqal bdm, 215E. PoeRd.

Management Inc.
The Willow House is now leasing for
next year. 1 bdrm., gas heal, A/C,
starting at $300/mo.

Mark,
Last year was an
(interesting way to
spend your day!
JNow let's see if we
lean top it

ROSES ARE RED
Remember your Valentine with a beautiful gift
from THE GREEK MART Choose from our
large selection ol Greek gifts. Beautiful Jewelry,
custom lettered doth no. Fraternity s> aorority
hats a much moral
THE GREEK MART, 119 E. Court St
(Near Mr Spots) 353-0901

U AO LAST CHANCE UAO
This is your last chance to enter your very own
design in UAO'S annual Spring Break T-Shirt
Oealgn Conteet Rules: On back- 4 colors
(1V x 13"). On front- 1 color logo (3" x 3").
Spnng Break Theme - Must have "BGSU" and
1994!
Entries due by 5:00pm TOOAY!
Winner $50 . Free T-shirll
Runner Up: Free T-shirtl
UAO LAST CHANCE UAO

VALENTINE GIFTS FOR
EART
Baskets filled w/chocolate
candles A potpom. Prices
E t25 Delivery in BG $2 50

YOUR SWEETH
hearts a kisses.
range from S10 Call 354-6609

Valentine's Special
3 day sweater sale I00%wool $35. Thursday,
Friday. Saturday. Just arrived. Wool gloves $6.
Colegiate Connection and JT's Carryout, Corner ol Ridge and ThursGn
VALENTINE'S CAY SPECIAL
OIBENEOETTOS
ttataig orders for
HEART SHAPED SUBS
Call ahead 352-4663
for pick up or delivery.

VALENTINES Carda A Olfta
can be purchased at The Little Shop
University Union, Hon. - Fri. • - 4 45
What do you have planned for Sat. night?
Well UAO is getting ready for.
-The Tide is High" Beach Bash celebration
Sal Feb 12th from 7- 11pm throughout
the second floor ol the Union. Games, food.
music, mystics and much morel
Proceeds benefit Fostona Battered Women's 4
Children's Shelter Call 2-2343 lor details!
When you
lease"
Expsctod
Campus shuttle. Free Heal. Fully carpeted
Laundry faoiii.es. 24 Hour maintanace
Wmthrop Terrace
3524116
400 East Napoleon Rd

WANTED
1 mate sublease/ needed ASAP. University
Village Apia $ig5/mo • elec. No deposit!
Own room, furnished 353-6021

Management Inc.

Female roommate wanted for 94-95 IBRapt..
fumished,AJR, tree shuttle, pool, tots of room.
S?00/mo • elec Call Tracy 353-1124.

(419)353-5800
Stop in our office located at 1045 N.
Main St. for a complete list of aptv we
hawi available.

QUALITY STEINS
166 S. Main
30% off all Budweiser shirts and hats in stock.
Budweiser logo pool cues • sale price $7 as
Budweiser inflatable airships $3 95. Sale enda
2/17/94 Regular hours. Mon. - Thurs. 3.-30 - 8
pm. This Fnday and Sat 12-5 pm.

-6pm

all util included except else 9 1/2
or 12 Mo. lease. Starts at J300/mo.

Pi Phi' Roaa Family ' Pi Phi
Liaa. Sarah. Michelle. * Nicole.
Thank you tor making Initiation aueh a special
day for mel You're the best family ever I
Pi Phi Love. KrisOne

UAO LAST 0AY UAO

Keep your head up and smile1
I'm always here for you.

Management Inc.

Ph> Mu would like to thank the men ot Phi Kappa Tau for the wonderful kissing carnations
Monday night

UAO LAST DAY UAO
Flowers will die...Candy will be eaten...
But Jewelry lasts forever I
I May i your LAST CHANCE purchase
something beautiful for your heart ol
hearts JEWELRY SALE UNION FOYER 9am

Lonen-

ANTICIPATE!
Catholics on Campus Week
Feb 1418

Ph. Mu • Phi Mu • Phi Mu
Get excited (or Parents
Weekend tomorrow I

Happy 25th! Happy 25th!

Male or female roommate needed ASAP to
share 3 bedroom house Lease now through
June. Call 353-7669.

Roommate Wanted • Room in two bedroom
Apt available Feb 19 $200/mo • $200 do
DOHI. Call Dan at 354 0122.
Sublease/ through May Own BDRM A BHRM
Across from campus. 1-536-6634 (leave mes"■»»)■

HELPWANTED
$70O/wk canneries, $4500/mo deckhands.
Alaska summer fisheries now hiring
Employment Alaska 1 206323-2672.
""SPRING BREAK '94 ""
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida A Padre i
110% Lowest Pnoe Guarantee I Organize 15
friends and your tnp is FREEI
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (600)
326-7283
15 to 25 overweight men or women needed to
participate in out weigh! loss program tor advertising purposes. Must have 15 or more
pounds to lose. Call for details. 354-4500.
AA CRUISE AND TRAVEL EMPLOYMENT
GUIDE. EARN BIG $$$ A TRAVEL THE
WORLD FREE (CARIBBEAN. EUROPE. HAWAII AND MORE I) HURRY! BUSY SPRING
ANO SUMMER SEASONS RAPIDLY APPROACHING
FREE STUDENT TRAVEL
CLUB MEMBERSHIP! (919) 92»4396 EXT.
C-78
CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR CO-ED.
SPORTS ORIENTED CAMP located in north
eastern Pa. near New York City We have
openings for specialists in both land and water
sports. Specialty a/eaa include baseball, tennis, basketball, socce/, lacrosse, hockey (ice,
roller and street), waterskiing. sailing, scuba,
WSI, canoeing, windsurfing, gymnastics, archery, tendng, arts A crafts, piano accompanists, drama, radio and rocketry Pioneering
staff needed to/ both land and canoe kips and
for our /opes challenge course Other openings
may be available. Sala/ies $100-$200 par
week plus zoom, board, and travel. We wil be
conducting on campus interviews on March 1.
For information call or w/ite: G. Lusog, 60 W
66th St, 28A. New York, NY. 10023: tat.
«2I2 724 0I13

EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPORTUNITY Camp Wayne Boya, NE PA (3
hrs/NYC)-Sports oriented. Counselors/Specialists tor all Land/Water Sports.
Outdoor Rec. Compuie/s. AAC, Video, Radio.
Campus interviews on Tuesday. March 1.
Write: S5 Channel Drive. Port Washington NY
11050-2216 or call 1-800-509-2267 or
516483-3067.
Female vocalist Big Band Sound. You supply
the voice, we will train. Call Jose at
1-726-7234.
Gain Valuable Sakte/
Marketing Experience!
The BG News is looking for a
TOLEDO LIASON for the 1994-95
school year
Can Colleen 372-2606
for more information.
GET AHEAD WITH EXPERIENCE!
Like Oldies A want to earn MONEY?
3 dynamic waitresses Sat. nights 6-12 with
93 5 FM. Apply m person at OUARTERS IN
PERRYSBURG 674 5020
S.P.P.I. is looking to/ Individuals who want to
gam management experience next summer.
Earn $8,000 to $10,000 per summe/ Poafflona
available throughout the midwest Call Jell
G/itfilh 1-800-887-1960.

Ch u rch

843 SI (Ml
2 bdrm apt, untum, dishwashers, washer/dryer in bldg., 2 tun baths. Call Newlove
Rentala 352-5620. out only office.

FOR SALE

For Rent Nice 3BR house Unfurnished, available in May Call 354-8146 between 2 pm and
9 pm.

1988 Sunbi/d - red w* 67.1 SO mess
Good condition - $1.800
Call 372-3333

FREE BROCHURE ■ Over 300 apartments A
houses to choose from. Stop in to see us (or aH
your housing needs.

East Evars - Furnished Apis.
1 efficiency, one i -bedroom, one 2-bed/oom
utilities furnished except electne.

Call 689-3036

FREE BROCHURE!
1990 Honda One Hatchback. AC. cassette
stereo, 53.000 miles. Excellent cond. No rust.
$6,200. Call 354-0928 leave message.
APPLE MACINTOSH SE/30
System 7 Capable
TONS OF SOFTWARE III
Apple knagewnter II
THEY'RE LIKE NE Will
Asking $500 0 b o
Call Kyle ©3" '995

Over 300 apartments and houses to choose
from. Slop in to see us tor all you/ housaig
needs. Newlove Rental. 328 S Main, our only
office. 352 5620.
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800-THIRD ST.
Now renting tor 1994-95
(12rtvsch year) and sum »4
Fully furnished 1 BR A 2 BR Units
Excellent location Reasonable rates
Call 352-4986 or stop by
the budding. 810

Brand newt
$40 or best otter
call 354-1821
Car stereo - Clarion 5401 cassette, detachable
'ace. CD controflaole. 2 Infinity speakers. 2
Pioneer box speakers. Like new $375 for al:
Todd 353-7301

Hott Set Up "12' Subwooters New
$150 (PR ) O.B.O Call 3524238

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided Send SASE to PO Box 395.
Otathe.KS. 60051

624 Sixth-FREE HEAT
2 bdrm apt, fum/unfum, free gas heat, water A
sewer, washer/dryer Call Newlove Rentals
352-5620. our only office

Close to campus. 1 bdrm. turn eftic. $22S/mo.
AHuDI. included. 372-87100/266-3822.

COUNSELORS-INSTRUCTORS needed! 100
poenkmel Coed eummer camp. Pocano
MaX
PA. Good salary 11pet (908)eW-1138.

Earn $1,000 per week at home stuffing envelopes! Tor information, please send long self
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enterprises. Box 67088K. Cuyahoga Falls. OH
44222

805 ThursOn ApL 2. Furnished
Available now Short term Rent
negotiable Call John Nawiove
Real Estate at 354 2260

Summer Job Al Put-in Bay- Women's Apperel
Shop. Housing Available. For Application tor
Employment Write: Anita Brown, 3507 Columbus A ve . Sendusky. OH 44670

Clarion 6201 CD 6 Disc CD Changer
New. $340 O B O Call 352-4238

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000/month wo/king on Cruise Ships or
Land Tour companies. World travel Summe*
A Full Time employment available. No experience necessary For more Info/mason call
1 206^340466 ext C5544

80S 1/2 E. Wooater and 2 bedroom apartments no more than 2 blocks from campus. A
vail spring andtel. DAG Rentals 287 3233

SPRING/SUMME R JOBS
Gain valuable aalee experience
If you are spending the summer in BG
and are looking for a part-ime job
BOSU Student Directory has 4 openings
Employment slam m Mar. A laats thru July
It you need to earn money A build a resume.
call 2-2608 or stop by 214 West Hall.

Childcare needed from 7 - 8 AM 2 miles NW ol
BG Reliable transportation and references
needed. 354-1989.

CRUISE LINE Entry level on board
positions avail. summer or year round.
g/eal benefits, fzoe ttavel (8131229-5476.

530 Manville Small. 38R house $400 plus utilises. 12 month lease only, starting 5/14/94.
Call Sieve Smith al 352 8917.

SALES POSITIONS FOR SPRING/SUMMER
BGSU Student Pubkcalions is hinng NOW
For summer advertising sales jobs
Gain valuable experience while earning $$$
Interviews taking place now.
1 position n avail lor a Toledo reeident
3 positions are avail for the BG Market
DonT delay - cat Toby or Coleen 2-2808

MacModema: Apple 1200.$30-Zoom
2400dataw/tax. $55 - Zoom 2400v.42bis
data/9600 fax, $80. MS Word 4.0, $45
knageWnter IIA stand. $200 352 6916
MAC PLUS
WtTH 20 mb ext. HARD DRIVE
software is included
A APPLE IMAGEWRITERII
ITS A BARGAIN"
$4000 bo
Call Kyle ©37? 1995

HOUSES FOR RENT
12 mo. lease - May A August
Tenant pays utilymo dop.'local owners
217 S. College, 3 BR, $550. available
now until May
316 Ridge, 2 BR, $600/May. gas Indud
316 1/2 Ridge. 1 BR. $300. August, gas Included.
Call 354-26S4(days) * 352-2330(eves)
MT VERNON APARTMENTS
802 6TH STREET
Currently renting for 94-95 Spacious, fully fu/nished 2BR, A/C, dishwasher, wastier/dryer.
1 1/2 baths Call 354-0401 or stop by apart
menl»2
Now leasing
1-2-3 bedroom apartments A houses
354-8600 ' We do allow pats.
One bedroom apartment. 128 S. Summit for
Summer 94 and 94 95 school year.
1-267-3341.

Phillips portable compact disc player. Comes
with case, AC adaptor, and headphones. $150
OBO. Can Joe al 354-8041.

SEEJ The Box
OP Choeolotes

Woman's Guco Watch
For Sale for $200. paid $325

Ai HALF fl/LL
ThE KttjMtn

Call 353-6028

HALT WTy.

FOR RENT
1 bedroom furnished apartment tot sublease
AveileUe Immedialery 352 5239
2nd Semester- Subleasing
Re aeon able Rates - Close to Campus
Carry Rentals - 3534)325
318 E. Marry Apartment83

I tee >r at lunch

Expect The
Unexpected.
Shoebox
Greetings For
Valentine's Day1.

3 bedroom apartment.
Available Immediately
354-8800' We do allow pats
J53-032S • CARTY RENTALS
Now renting houses A apartments
tor 1994-95 school year.
Listings avaitable, renting last
Office 316 E Marry. Apt 3
Pick-up Hating or wa wil mail.
1114)126 - Certy Rentala
Houses tor Rent ■ Ctoee to Campus
4118. Cottege* 1R,2 bath for 7or 6
21 IE. Reed M house for 6 w;l 1/2 bathe
131C. atony • BR apt. tar •
316 E. Merry A 328 Leroy, 1 BR

Sen's
of
840 S. Main St.
Bowling Green

354-2402

One is a Lonely Number..
belong to something real..
you're Important to God and us
118SHJUKMSRD.10JUH.
352-8483

BOWLING GREEN COVENANT CHURCH

University Lutheran Chapel
1124 East Wooster

352-5101

SUNDAY WORSHIP 10:30 am
Starting Ash Wednesday, Feb. 16th
Lent Services every Wednesday
9:00 pm
EVERYONE WELCOME

r

St. Mark's Lutheran Church
315 S. College Drive Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419) 352-9305 or 353-6675
"Contemporary Worship with Communion"
Saturday at 5 p.m. Casual Attire

Sunday Worship 8:30 & 11:00 am Sunday School 9:45 am
Feb. 23 - March 31 - Lent Services
Fellowship Meal 6:00 pm • Service 7:00 pm
ELCA - The Welcome Place'

St. John the Baptist Episcopal Church

corner of South Summit and Clough Street

1505 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Phone: 353-0881
Sundays: Eucharist at 8:00 am
and 10:00 am
Church School at 9:00 am

St. Aloysius Catholic Church
Weekend Mass Schedule
Weekend Masses:
Saturday - 5:30 pm

X

J/

Sunday - 8:00 & 10:00 am, 12:00 pm
Sacrament of Reconciliation

Saturday - 4:00 pm
Other times by appointment

Saint Tom's More Catholic Church

Pastors Alan & Jan Duce

Invites you to Ash Wednesday
February 16, 1994
Services at St Thorn's
11:30 am • 4:30 pm • 7:30 pm „-^ .^i^m Qt
At North East Commons
OT
5:30 pm • 9:00 pm
Catholics on Campus Week Feb. 14-18

The CHURCH of
the NAZARENE
1291Conncaut
352-2289
10:00 Sunday School - 11:00 Morning Worship
6:00 Evening Worship
Rides Available
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Joe's Valentine Hit List

Hey,
Joe Me.
by Joe Pelffer
Th«PUcr. The Infamous hillless dty
Dntdtae: V-day. 1994
The preregistration deadline has
come and gone. leaving me suddenly thrust again Into the world of
open registration. And more recently into the world of Valentine's
Day.
St. Valentine. Now there's a bastard who could've used a Httle reality Injection in his lovely atrbrushed
version of the real world. What kind
of jackasses call this guy their
patron saint anyway? Probably
those open-necked-shirt wearing
fellas that frequent "The Party Bar."
and call their women "baby." No
matter.
Every year this hallm arkiday
makes Its way Into my cynical life. 1
regret the intrusion. Mostly because 1 am left Uke this: three days
from Feb. 14 and not a damn idea
why I'm supposed to celebrate.
"Why the heO do we even have a
Valentine's Day anyway?" I began
to wonder aloud.
"It's to celebrate mutual love between two fellow humans." my still
anal, but now lovelorn roommate
George exclaimed. You may remember George as the fella wtth
the dally planner - the one who
loves the STAR System. What I

"You shouldn't drink so much."
failed to previously mention is he
has gone steady with Jane, a perky George said.
1 searched my brain. I came up
dame, ever since the sixth grade.
George is the kind of guy who can empty. Brandy, Brandy. Brandy.
Damn It!
be happy with the same girl for
I called Cook and Melendez.
over eight years. I hate George.
"Hey George, you may not rec- They're still paging through the
ognize Jane when you pick her up phone book for Brandys. "Well, her
tonight. I shaved her back," I quip- last name doesn't start with a 13,"'
they updated.
ped, feeling mighty proud of myFinally. 1 gave up. 1 decided to
self.

St. Valentine. Now there's a bastard who
could've used a little reality injection in his
lovely airbru shed version of the real world.
What kind of jack-asses call this guy their
patron saint anyway?
"You're feelings of Inadequacy
do not concern me. Thank you,"
George said.
"Whatever man, maybe what I
need Is to find out what this whole
Valentine's thing really means," I
insisted.
Surveying my room and trying to
gather my thoughts, I realized I
couldn't come up empty yet another year. Just then, a red flicker
caught the comer of my eye. My
answering machine light blinked
like a beacon of hope. Curious, I
reached over for the play button.
"Joe, this is Brandy. We really
need to talk. Give me a call," this
rather throaty vouce crooned out
from my answering machine.
George looked at me. I looked at
George. We both knew I know no
Brandy.
"Who the heD Is Brandy?!?"' I exclaimed.

from the editors...
"What's love got to do, got to do with it?''
Shall we dance? We don't even know you. But we'd like to. So
why don't you come on over? Well grab a bottle of wine, a copy of
Insider, a Are and some really goovy Marvin Gave
Speaking of dandng our own Mike "the mailman" Cook and
special guests make an unbelievable appearance on the cover of
this weeks rag. We can do this kids. Why? We're Journalists (Yes,
we are). Anyway we sit here in the beautiful flatness of our fair dty.
Collective bargaining? No. Insider ? Yes. Moving forward.
On page two, Joe "Dr." Peiffer strikes again with his tales of Valentine woe. For anyone who disagrees, Joe us!
Page three features interviews with two Falcon basketball standouts, Susie Cassell and Antonio Daniels. We love those kids, but
they have yet to face Swampy one-on-one.
Onward to page four, where we have rock gossip (of course) and
yet another theatre review by our own Melinda Monhart. She's
super-freaky!
Todd Stanley, of the Steemer Stanleys, give us his five best and
worst picks for Valentine's loving.
On page six, our own Dorian Halkovich (she rocks) looks into the
commercialism of America's pinkest holiday. Much like devil's food
cake, H's sinfully good.
Scott DeKatch faxes Peiffer a letter on page seven. Swampy's top
five Is also on seven. So enjoy it, good boys and girls.
Getting Inside your weekend. It's our job.

hope for the best and Journey off.
in search of my goal: Valentine's
Day's meaning.
"Mind if Jane and I tag along?"
George asked hopefully.
"What the hell," I said. From the
moment Jane knocked on our
door. I knew I had done something
horribly wrong. I mean not as bad
as Representative Martin Hoke, but
pretty bad (her breasts weren't
even that big, Martin)
Jane reared her perky head wearing the other half of the George and
Jane atrbrushed T-shirts. The slogan, surrounded by a heart, read
something to the effect of "it takes
two to make a thing go right." I
hate Jane.
The two of them were immersed
In a pool of each other's saliva. I
had to go.
"I love you. Pookle." George
sighed dreamily.
I failed to mention George often
refers to Jane as "Pookle," and she
sometimes calls him "Nanook, of
the thunderheart Nanooks."
"Not as much as 1 love you my
big, strong Nanook," she said as
she buried her face in his shoulder.
So I was thinking, where should
I travel to find Valentine's elusive
meaning?Just then, on the left, appeared a mystical store named
"Heart World." I could hear Foreigner and Michael Bolt on blaring
from the pink speakers In the corner.
George snuggled Jane closer to
his chest. Jane gazed into George's
eyes. I vomited.
"Look honey. roses."Jane exd aimed
"Reminds me of the night down
at the quarry. George whined.
"When we drank champagne from
each other's shoes."
"Oh, for Christ's sake." I really
was In heD. As I looked around, I
found myself surrounded by messages from Valentine's Days past.
Cupids, hearts, greeting cards, and

pink stuff abounded. I wanted to
rip the wings off that Cupid fella
and pin him to a tree. I wanted to
watch him bleed Httle candy hearts
with messages like. "Help me. help
me. I'm dying!" 1 was getting sidetracked.
I sauntered down the aisles finding nothing that would help. All the
gifts seem to come down to the
same thing: See Dick buyjane a
present. See Dick give present to
Jane. See Jane want Dick.
"I don't know man, this just isn't
what I'm looking for," I sighed.
"Last year, I got Jane a set of
wind chimes." George said. "Everytime they chime It means I'm
thinking of her."
"Yeah. yeah. yeah. Joe me," I
said.
"She Hkes it when I sing Chicago
songs to her," George offered.
"I'm going to kill you, weenie
boy!"
Just when I was going to grve up,
I heard a voice with a thick Italian
accent can out from the counter
area. I looked over to see a large,
balding Italian man calling my
name.
(Editors note: adding an 'a' to the
end of every word is Pefflcr's lame
attempt at recreating an Italian accent. Let's moveon).
"Hey Peifleritte comova here,"
this strange man called.
"Look buddy, I don't swing that
way." I tried to explain.
"No. you misunderstanda," he
said, moving doser. "I know an
aboutafhls ... what is H you say...
Valentine's Day."
"Really," I said, still suspicious
but now desperate.
"Sit down, have a cappudno, lU
make you an offer you can't re
fusa." he said.
So I pushed my way past the
mylar balloons that read "No
candy, no play," and pulled up a
chair.
"This Valentine, he was a distania relation of mine. He used to
work as a shepherd. He led my
people into battle. We lovea this
man," he said.
"Yeah, and..." I said on the edge
of my seat.
"That is all. The resta was made
up by Hallmarka." the Italian-notso stallion said.
"Figures," I said, pulling away
from the table.
"You gonna pay for that a cappudno?" he yelled as 1 headed
toward the door.
So there I was disillusioned, sad
and un-preregistered. Next month,
George, Jane and I will tackle the
mystery of St. Patrick.
George tells me Of Pat was spiritual leader of his nation. Jane says
he probably looked Uke George. I
just hope his fictional relatives win
offer me some Bailys
Until next time.
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Twenty Questions...

Antonio
Daniels

Susie Cassell
Sail* Cassell. a 5'4" point guard from
Rckerington. Ohio, is among several
standouts on the Lady Falcon basketball
team and one of many reasons for their
continued success in MAC domination
(sure, they need to catch up with Toledo
now - we here at Insider would like to
tell the sputtering Rockets "Bring it on ...
NOW!'). We gave Kirk Pavellch , our BG
New* buddy, strict orders to go to the post
with Cassell in a "20 Questions" interview.
Here you go, sports fans ...

Antonio Daniels, or the A- Man. as we at
Insider call him, is a driving force on the
Falcon basketball team. Our own Sam Melcndea went one-on-one with him, asking
questions about all kinds of things. Here

\J.

:
What It your most memorable moment
on the basketball court?
I guess the state semi-finals, when I was
in high school. I passed the ball to (Falcon
teammate) Michelle Shade for a last second shot that sent us to the finals.
What did bring Involved with a power
hoot* high school program like Plckertngton mean lo your collegiate career?
It was a great experience. We had a lot of
big games there and it helped prepare us
for big games here. We always had a huge
crowd. We played before 4,000 - 5,000
people in high school and we probably
average 1,000 here for home games.
Are von going to catch Toledo and win
the MAC. or what?
We definitely have a great chance to
catch Toledo, but our coach keeps telling
us one game at a time and we understand
that Right now, we're in a great situation
because we can control our destiny. As
long as we don't lose, we can play them
here for the MAC Championship. I think we
have a great chance.
Being a senior, you've bad the opportunity to play for coach Jad Clark and coach
Fran Voll. What are the mam differences
In then- coaching itylei?
They have a lot of similar qualities.
(Qark ] changed a few things, but she also
kept (VoU's] basic philosophy on basketball. He was a little more of a yeller, 1
guess, but she's becoming better. She's
becoming more of one.
How young were yoa when yon first
started playing basketball?

The first year 1 was on a team was in
fourth grade, but I started at five just practicing.
Who were your role models growing
ap?
Steve Alford, Indiana Hoosiers. Definite
ly. They're on right now, getting killed.
What Is It like being a student-athlete
on a campus the slit of BGSO?
I kind of like H. People come up to you
and they tell you nice game and you don't
really know who they are. It's kind of good.
What aboat getting bagged m class,
people wanting to talk to yoa aboat
games or ask for your autograph? Does It
ever get to be a hassle?
No, no. never a hassle. It's flattering if
somebody even mentions it because it
means that maybe they went to the game.
If yoa had to pick a player on the men's
basketball team to be your Valentine, who
would It be?
Well. 1 guess It would be Antonio Daniels. That's probably safe.
Do yoa prefer candy or flowers on Valentine's day?
Flowers.
What's yoar opinion of President Obcamp and his refusal to ever cancel classes?
Well, I really like him. so I'm going to be
nice. He's always been nice to me. What's
my opinion on it? I mean, it's pretty cold
out there (laughs). It's cold, but I respect
his decision. I've got to be nice now.

go:

Yoa remind me of a young Xavier
McDanlel. Your comments?
Xavier? No, man. Xavier is a power
player. I play with finesse.
Bat the X-Man talks a lot of trash and,
rumor has It, so do yoa.
Well, sometimes.
If yoa had to pick a Valentine on the
women's basketball team. Who would It
be?
Sharleen Hooper.
If yoa could pick anyone In the world to
be your Valentine, who would It be?
Halle Berry.
What's yoar Idea of the perfect date?
Me and Halle Berry, a nice candlelight
dinner and then we'd go back to my place,
and what happens from there, who
knows.
Michael Jordan: MLB future star, or
greedy, old man?
I hope Major League star.
Yoa gay* are gonna kick the crap oat of
Toledo, right?
Oh, definite ly.
Dick Vltsle Is pretty damn annoying
Isn't he?
Hell yeah!
Cot any tattoos?

Who's the ugllss: man In the NBA?
Xavier McDaniel
Who would play yoa m the movie of
yoar life?
GaryColeman.
Rumor has It, there gonna build a new
basketball arena. What should they call
It?
The Falcon's Nest.

The Olympics arc coming up. Who's
gonna win the luge?
The what?
The luge.
Ahhh.. Nancy Kerrigan
Who was yoar first kiss?
(Thinks for 5 minutes) Sharessa Warner
Was she a babe?
Yeah!

Does playing hoops get yoa the
honeys?
No.
You're lying!
(laughing)No. no.
Should there be more trash talking in
hoops?
Yeah! That's what the game is all about

No.
Wanna go get a couple?
No, no.

THIS WEEK AT THE

See SUSIE, page eight.

COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS

VALENTINE CANDY-

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE MMAC BOX OFFICE AT
372-8171 OR THE MUSIC CONCERT HOTUNE AT 372 8888

We've got it from conversation
hearts to make an impression
Chocolate Hearts

TICKETED EVENTS
SUN/ FEB 13 / 3 PM / KOBACKER HALL IS]
75TH ANNIVERSARY CONCERT / BOWLING GREEN
PHILH ARMONIA / HIGH CLASS BRASS, JEFF TYZIK AND

*.

PILLS-N-PACKAGES

ALIEN vizzum

111 Railroad St. B.G. 352-1693
'i 'i i i i i i i i i

'

HOWARDS club H
210 N. Main

Appearing Fri. & Sat.

352-9951

FREE EVENTS
SUN / FEB 13 / 8 PM / BRYAN RECITA1 HALL
FAS; DAVID SAYGERS, TUBA / PAMELA ASHMORE, PIANO
TUES / FEB 15 / 8 PM / KOBACKER HALL
MMS: STEPHEN RUSH, COMPOSER / PERFORMER AND THE
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN DIGITAL MUSIC ENSEMBLE
WED / FEB 16 / 8 PM / KOBACKER HAU
FAS: VASItE BEIUSKA, VIOUN / MARIA ROSE, PIANO
FAS: FACULTY ASriST SCRIES
MMS MOSTLY MIDI SERIES
IS) TICKETS REOUIBED - CONTACT THE MMAC BOX OFFICE AT 372-8171

Pinball

•

Video Games

•

Pool

•

Pins Pori3

MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER
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Glass, from the music of David
Bowie and Brian Eno. Check it out
on the 16th, when It's released."

ROCK G0SSP FROM
THE BUCK SWAMP

BABT. WHT DON T WE...
TONIGHT: Odd Girl Out at Easy
Street, Rlzzo at Howard's and
Uncle Sandwich at Oub 21. SATURDAY: Dig at Oub 21. Scott Can
field at Easy Street, and Rizzo at
Howards. MONDAY: Jimmy Cook
at Easy Street. TUESDAYOpen
Mike at Easy Street, and an unnamed acoustical act at Club 21.
WEDNESDAY: The Griswalds at
Easy Street, Friars Point at Tuxedo
Junction, and an unnnamed acoustical act at Club 21. THURSDAY:
The Love Zombies at Tuxedo Junction, Orobros at Easy Street.

tj.

LEFT OF THE DIAL...
First off. our apologies lo EasyS(reel. The misspelling was an accident . Well be careful In the future,
o.k.? For the record. Joe Kelso, of
the Sweaty Whiskers. Is still broke.
However, he recently bought a
new Sega game on his credit card.
So. are things as bad as they
seem?Hmmm...
WHAT SWAMPY LISTENS TO
' Tkc Add Juz Ten compilation
album. This thing grooves. Pick it
up, throw it on, and get your honey
in a Shimmlny Shmack Schmooza
mood for Valentine's Day.
"I also like the new Giraffe Boy
Demo. And the Jerky Boys.
However, I've been listening to a
lot of vintage Gone Daddy Finch,
lately. I Don't Hope For Her. if you
know what I mean. "I also really
dig "Low: symphony by Philip

Wl
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FREE RIDES!!
Who says you can't get
something for nothing?

1-

'Heidi Chronicles' will
stimulate thinking
by Meiinda C. Monhart
in the balcony

2

You can at the...

Impression (hat Heidi is an intelligent, well-adjusted woman. The
staging of the play always spaces
Heidi outside or away from the

this production, Weider's performance displays careful attention to
detail in her character's development In what proved to be one of
the best performances 1 have seen
all season.
Another cast member to pay at
tention to is Matt Vasko as Peter
Patrone. He first met Heidi at that
high school dance In 1965 and remained friends with her for over 25
years. Peter later becomes a pediatrician and he eventually tells Heidi
that he is gay. Vasko takes great
care in showing the sensitive side
of this character and the emotional
dependency he has in his friendship with Heidi.
Two of the other main characters
in the chapters of Heidi's life include: Erin Moran (as Susan John
ston) as her childhood friend and
Jon Grega (as Scoop Rosenbaum)
the journalist involved in a shakey
relationship with Heidi.
Other cast members include:
Dave Chapman (Chris
Boxer/Mark/Walter/Dr. Ray),
Sharon M. McCann (Debbie/MoOy/Steve), Heather Shaffer
(JiH/dara/Betsy), MarySpayd
(Fran/Usa/April) and Brooke VTmtrup (Becky/Denise).

The constant surge to move forward in life has its share of roadblocks and those that require the
most energy to conquer are the
ones we face within ourselves, so
goes the story of Heidi Holland in
"The Heidi Chronicles," written by
Wendy Wasserstein.
This production, directed by
Diane Rao, Is sure to stir up sentiment and make you think. It so
closely imitates the struggles In life
along Heidi's journey to achieve
her full potential, that certain people may find themselves saying
that a paritcular moment in Heidi's
life was something they experienced or someone they see themselves as ten years from now.
"The Heidi Chronicles," follows
the Hfe of character Heidi Holland
from the time she was In high
school In the 1960s up to 1989
when she is finally starting to feel
real happiness for the first time. In
1989 "The Heidi Chronicles."
received the Pulitzer Prize and the
Tony Award for best play.
At the opening of the play, the
audience first meets Heidi,
portrayed by Diane Welder, at a lecAll in al, this cast supports each
ture hall in New York city in 1989
other characters, revealing that she others efforts throughout the entire
where she Is teaching an art survey is not happy and does not want to show. If you have time this weekcourse. Welder's action leaves the
feel different. With the title role In
end, go and see this play.

The staging of the
play always spaces
Heidi outside or
away from the other
characters, revealing
that she is not happy
and does not want to
feel different. With
the title role in this
production, Weider's
performance
displays careful
attention to detail in
her character's
development in what
proved to be one of
the best
performances I have
seen all season.

Prices are Ealling on
CD's and Tapes
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This Saturday
February 12th
12 noon-9:30 p.m.
at the Woodland Mall
Shop for your Sweetheart

FREE Shuttle Service every 20 minutes
* The shuttle will be running at 12:00 noon In back of the
University Union and wll run every 20 minutes. The last
shuttle will leave Woodland Mall al 9:30 p.m.
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Save on our Large Selection of videos.
100's to choose from at always the
lowest price

WAL MART
Excludes double packs and extended length.
New Store Hours: Mon. - Sat. 7a.m. - 11p.m.:
Sunday 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.

1120 S. Main St. at W. Gypsy Lane Rd.
BOWLING GREEN
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Videos lead to romantic mood
the
Watch

by Todd Stanley

With Valentine's Day coming this Monday, those of you seking to put yourselves in a romantic mood might want to
consider renting a video. Here are five of
the most romantic movies of the past
couple of years.
1 )When Harry Met Sally Easily the
favorite. Watching these two fall in love is
almost as fun as doing it yourself. Is the
guide for love in the 90s where Sally
(Meg Ryan) demonstrates that women
can fake an orgasm and Harry (Billy Crystal) wrestles with just how long you have
lo hold a woman after sex. Tries to answer the eternal question of whether
women and men can Just be friends. Directed by Rob Reiner with a great supporting cast of Carrie Fisher and Bruno
Wrby.
2)BaII Durham One would think. "Isn't
that a baseball movie?" But the ads for
this movie state "a movie about America's offer national pastime." Watching
the dever catcher, Crash Davis (Kevin
Costner), spout his philosophies such as
opening Christmas presents on Christmas Day as opposed to Christmas Eve,
his beliefs Lee Harvey Oswald acted
alone and that long, soft, wet kisses to the

back should last three days, to the sensual baseball groupie Annie Savoy (Susan
Sarandon), is more exerting than watching him hit a homemn. Love is the emphasis in this movie; baseball merely
serves as the backdrop. Tim Robbins
adds to the love triangle as Nuke, the
pitcher with the million dollar arm and
five cent head.
3) Con tin a- This is the sleeper of the
bunch. It is the story of two cousins related by marriage, played by Ted Danson
and Isabella Rossalini. Their spouses,
played by Sean Young and WaHam Peterson, are having an affair with one another, so the two get together to see what
can be done. In the process, they become
friends and pretend to have an affair to
get back at their spouses. They eventually
fall in love from the pretending and have
a true romance, not Just a hop in the sack.
On the side, Dan son's father, hilariously
played by Lloyd Bridges, is looking for a
love of his own.
Rounding out the great cast is Keith
Coogan as Danson's son from a previous
marriage. This is the movie that probably
no one has seen, but that everybody
should.
4)Pr«tty Woman I know, this movie is
about as realistic as the Buffalo Bills winning a Super Bowl, but it's fun to watch.
Julia Roberts is the hooker with a heart of
gold and Richard Gere is the mifllonare
businessman who only stops at her corner for directions. Gere ends up renting
Roberts for the week and both fall In love
with each other and learn a lesson about
life to boot. There's enough laughs and
love In this one to make it very entertaining.

NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN

5)Tkc Marrying Mas: This Is loosely
based on the true account of a couple
who were married four times. Alec Baldwin plays the rich, playboy whose claim
to fame' is that he inherits money better
than anyone. He is engaged to Elizabeth
Shue, the daughter of big Hollywood
mogul Robert Loggia. His four buddies
plan lo take him to Las Vegas for his
bachelor party but on the way. they stop
at a lounge. Singing at the lounge Is the
sultry Kim Basinger. who happens to be
the latest girlfriend of Bugsy Siegel. Baldwin is smitten: he loves his fiancee, but
he's not "hot" for her like he is for
Basinger. He woos Basinger and they get
caught by Bugsy (Armand Assante). As
punishment, Bugsy marries them, practically at gunpoint, and has their picture on
the front of every major newspaper, ruining Baldwin's engagement. Thus begins
the first of four marriages to one another.
Paul Reiser, Peter Dobson, and Fisher
Stevens are a ball as Baldwin's pals. It
was on the set of this film that Baldwin
and Basinger really fell In love, and you
can Just see the longing In Baldwin's eyes
as he watched Basinger sing with his puppy dog eyes.
Now. because to some of you. the
glass of love is half empty and you believe it exists only as some kind of torture
device, here are the five worst movies of
recent times for you. Feel free to throw
pop cans or spit at the television screen
during these flicks because they are really
bad.

Every 20 minutes
u
someone is killed Is
| by a drunk driver \
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My Girt 2
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Valentine

PSYCHIC FAIR
Talented Readers & Quality Merchants
Tarot • Runes • Palmistry • Handwriting Analysis

Custom Jewelry a Oils • Deadhead a Central American

They toid the kilter wai belle
of dead. They ware wrong.
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NEVER AGAIN
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See STANLEY, page eight.

SURPRISE SOMEONE YOU LOVE
NEVER AGAIN

DON'T FORGET...
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1 )Madt In America: Whoopl Goldberg
and Ted Danson also fell in love on the
set of this movie, and gee. what a catch
for Danson. Danson makes both the best
and worst list with this movie that just
plain sucks. The saddest part is the pitiful
attempts at humor, using slapstick and
sight gags than any humor. Will Smith, in
a supporting role, tries to Inject some
humor Into the movie, but then Danson
and Goldberg's lame attmepts at love
keep coming on screen and mining everything. For those of you that think love is
some son of creation by Satan himself,
this is the movie for you.
2)Backtrack: Listen to this cast-Indie
Foster, Dennis Hopper. Joe Pesci. Charlie
Sheen. Vincent Price, and Bob Dylan.
With a cast like that, how could a film
miss? Ill tell you how, with a ridiculous
love story Involving Foster as a witness lo
a mob slaying, and Hopper as the saxophone playing hitman who's hired to kill
her, but instead falls in love. Hopper is
truly awful In his performance and one
wonders what Foster was thinking when
she did this film. Probably one of the
biggest wastes of a cast I have ever seen.
This one will make you puke.
3)Ftmny About lore Say you've never
heard of this one? You'll probably want to
keep it that way. This one involves Gene
Wilder and his attempts at finding a wife
that can give him a baby. Farrah Fawcett
was originally one of the women, but her

goods • Books • Candles • Metaphysics Supples •
Ctotties a MOREI
$1 per person - $1.50 per couple
11-6, Sun. Feb. 13th at THE JUNCTION
(downtown)

* a portion of the proceeds will be donated to the
Wood Co. Humane Society

with a BALLOON
BOUQUET!
Order Early - only $6.95
PILLS-N-PACKAGES
111 Railroad St. B.G. 352-1693
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What price
for Love?
Dorian
Hatkovich

^V-Day: holiday oflove \=*
or day of dollars
Oh no! It's here again. The season
of cupid has arrived with the merry
cherub happily shooting unsuspecting students smack dab in
their derrlere.
Of course for those already In the
throes of cupid's spell, he Just adds
a sparkle to their eyes and renews
their miraculous connection. But
just what is H he wants to achieve?
Well. Ms called love. Pure, unadulterated love. The kind of love
which makes the couple practically
unbearable to be around. Why?
It's magic, right? Uh huh. sure.
It's simply miraculous to see couples all over react exactly the same
Valentine's Day rolls around and
suddenly every couple becomes
more and more lovey dovey each
day closer to the event. They hold
hands everywhere they go. They
kiss every few steps and loe and
behold, men even begin holding
doors open again.
And yes, sweet talk re-enters the
picture. "Sure sweetheart, we'll do
what you want to do."
Please do not misunderstand
me. I am not one of those anti-love
banshees who are against love and
romance. 1 admit it -1 love that
stuff. I am not even single. It simply
saddens me that people step up
their emotions on days like Valen
tine's Day. when those are feelings
they should be having every single,
unprecedented day.
Here you have Valentine's Day.
What used to be a symbolic day of
renewing love and cherishing emo
tions has turned into yet another
commercialized holiday.
Look around. Every store is decorated in pink and red for Valentine's Day - right around the spot
where they display their holiday
pickings.
"We put them out pretty quick
after Christmas." Elaine Green, a
sales clerk at The Little Shop located in the University Union said.
"We order everything in the fall because the seasons run ahead."
Right after Christmas and New
Year's ends Just about everyone
breathes a sigh of relief. It's over.
AU the bills rapidly accumulating
suddenly stop. All the Christmas
decorations are stored away for
another year. Surprise! The Valentine's decorations are here.
"1 think it gets a lit tie too far
ahead myself," Green admitted.

Oh. there's much to choose
from! Chocolates In heart shaped
boxes, tiny heart candles with little
sweet nothings on them, stuffed
bears proclaiming their love, heart
boxers for men. teddies for women, flowers, balloons, expensive
dinners, hotel rooms, potpourri sachets, books of love, and tons and
tons of cards.

Valentine's Day means enormous
increases in card sales.
"The greeting card traffic Is pretty
heavy," John Buckenmyer, director
of the University Bookstore said.
The bookstore offers a wide variety of cards, suitable to anytaste.
Humorous cards from Shoe box
greetings, suggestive cards, or the
mushy lovey cards which remain

It's magic, right? Uh huh, sure. It's simply
miraculous to see couples all over react
exactly the same. Valentine's Day rolls
around and suddenly every couple becomes
more and more lovey dovey each day closer
to the event. They hold hands everywhere
they go. They kiss every few steps and loe
and behold, men even begin holding doors
open again.
Needless to say. business is
standards for Valentine's Day, are
booming for many area busiall present and waiting patiently to
nesses.
be chosen.
"It's a hectic day for us but for
business - it's a great day!" Mr.
Myles of Myles flowers explained.
Specials put out by FTD and
Teleflora lend his business a huge
boost, he said.
"A lot of people order flower arrangements but I'd say the standards are cut flowers,'' Myles added. "We do a lot in roses and carnations."
It does not stop there. Balloons
are also a big hit. According to
Myles. a lot of people buy balloons
as an accompaniment to stuffed
animals or flowers.
"Anything you can think of, people do it." he said.
Prices range anywhere from 5
dollars for a one pound Hershey's
Kiss up to 60 or more dollars depending on the item. Many floral
arrangements range around 25 dollars.
"For college kids. I think the
roses, carnations, or arrangements
are the best thing." Myles recommended. "Planted arrangements
are nice too. It's something they
dont have to take care of. They're
not ready for that yet." Do not forget the card to go along with everything. For the University Union,

"The time we have spent
together equals no other source of
joy in mv life/1 simply cannot imagine my life without your love or
your tenderness to warm my
heart/Everyday I rejoice in our
love/I will always love
you/EspedallY on this Valentine's
Day."
Sound familiar? It should. These
are typical lines in love style cards.
"This year, for the first time we
have a Create a Card machine from
Hallmark." Buckenmyer said.
"It's worth it when you design
your own card for someone you
care for," he added.
One of these cards would compliment any gift perfectly. The
bookstore also offers stuffed animals and the typical college fare.
"This would be a nice time to get
someone you love a BG sweatshirt." he suggested.
Business is business. Buckenmyer has more invested in Valen
tine's Day than that. "It means a lot
personally. I've been married 26
years and you know Valentine's
Day means a lot to show someone
you really care," he added. For

some couples, Valentine's Day
means showing you care by spending time alone. Question
is... where?
How about one of the many ho
tels or motels around town? Budget Buckeye Motor Inn rents rooms
for the holiday. Their rates run
$39.95 plus tax a night for a two
person occupancy.
"We have nice rooms, free cable
an 1 Bob Evans will deliver rooms
ser ice to our guests," Tim Carty,
mat ager of Budget Buckeye said.
Although Budget does not offer a
special deal for the holiday, their
prices remain fairly low anyway.
"We think that the price is cheap
enough already," he added.
Other hotels do offer deals. Best
Western Falcon Plaza offers a Valentine's Day package of $39.95 per
day ($43.55 with taxes) February
13 and 14. The package includes a
continental breakfast, a $6 coupon
for a 14 inch, 2 Hem pizza, a flower
in the room and a special little addition of some Valentine candy. PeoSeclOVE, page eight.

/nsicter/tlizabarh Snider

If you don't think Valentine's Day has been commercialized, then why on earth do the stores itart
marketing for It right after Christmas?

m
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Insider

To: Joe Pelffor, managing ed.
From: Scott DeKatch, editor.
Re: Get me the flock out of here!
Pelffer,
Lost in Southern Indiana w/the
Prez. The mag. is yours until X find
my way back home. When you get this,
Western Union me cash and lots of
it. The Prez never buys and you know
how he likes his Rumple Minze (his
current rate is a fifth in, oh, five
minutes). I have to keep him happy.
He ate three gas station attendants
in Louisville and I fear my life may
be in danger if you don't wire that
cash now so I can get to a liquor
store and feed his Schnapps demon.

You 11 never believe this one. pal. The
way I remember things, we were
knocking back Long Islands at Trotters. You know those giant five dollar
ones that come In the carafes? Sure
you do. Anyway, the Prez wanted to
hear Sinatra and they wouldn't play
It. Next thing you know, he says to
me, "Let's get outta here and And a
place where they'll play Frank for me."
I said. "Listen. Jerky, you're Just
bummed about your marriage ending
like It did. Shut up and drink." He
started mumbling a poem or something. I should have known then I was
In for trouble.
So we left the bar at like one In the
morning. All the while the Prez Is singing some damn Replacements tune
about If you were a pill I'd take a handful at my will and knock you back
with something sweet and strong.
He's really been taking the breakup
hard, you know. Anyhow, there was
no way In Hell I was going to let him
drive that night, so I slipped a couple
Percodan In a half-full bottle of Dos
Equls he smuggled out of the bar. I
thought It would be Just the thing to
knock his drunk ass out and give me
the chance to stumble home. Wrong.
He grabbed me In a headlock. forced
me Into his PrezMobUe (a beautiful
RV, ever seen Siripes7) and next thing
I know we're tooling down 1-64 In
Louisville. Ky.. en route to Indiana.
It wouldn't have been so bad If he
didn't sing all the time, but that Is another story, and one I will not go Into
at this J unit urc. I've mentioned the
gas station attendant in Kentucky.
So we roll Into Evansvllle and the
Prez Immediately pulls into a roadside
bar called Joe's Place. Kind of quaint.
If you Ignore the sound of Rick Derringer booming through a really

cheap sound system (Hooslers love
Rick Derringer, which I guess Is all
the more reason to want him dead).
So we take our seats at the bar and
the Prez orders two Brandy Alexanders. Then he goes. "Pick It up. Scotty.
I'll pay you back when we get home.
After all. I do have a thousand entertainment allowance."
Not that I didn't trust him. I mean,
after all. he Is THE PRESIDENT. Just
why can't he bring this entertainment
allowance, or at least part of It. with
him? I paid for the Alexanders. And
the Rumole Mlnze. And the Hotel (he
Insisted on separate rooms with individual hot tubs and cable TV). That's
why I'm sending this fax. Pelffer. I
need some money.
I can't believe I missed telling you
about the craziest part. This is
Evansvllle. Indiana, right? The city on
the muddy Ohio, home of the fighting
Evansvllle Indlanans. And one great
theatre department, too. Anyway,
we're chilling out on the levee (the
Prez was trying to solicit a prostitute)
and this Insane parade of midgets
passes by. And they're being led by
Tom Waits. TOM WATTS, PEIFFERI
And he's singing "Daydream Believer"
by the Monkees.
Maybe they weren't midgets. Just
Gymnasts or school kids. It's hard to
discern things like that when you've
been drinking all night with the Prez.
and. besides, it really doesn't matter. I
Just want to get home. Wire about $75
for a Greyhound for me and like $50
for the Prez and his habit. Give my
love to the staff (if they haven't defected yet) and good luck getting out the
magazine. Godspeed.
-DeKatch
P.S. I need the money nowl

Swampy's
Top
Five

3. "BlJ Dumb Sot," by SoaadfaiMa:
See above Not only did they rip apart
wimpy hormone-driven poser metal frat
boy bands Hke Motley Crue with this one.
but they got to the point folks. I know
what to do. That's right. Take this holiday
and stuff it.
4. "Co SM tbt Doctor." by Kool MM
You know how it goes. Nothing's
without risk anymore, especially sex. Just
remember to play it safe, folks. In the
words of Kool Moe Dee, "If I ever see a
girl and I know I can rock her, before I
push up. Ill make her go see the doctor."

DM:

Well Valentine's Day is here, and they
asked me to share my views on appropriate music for the occasion. I can't
promise you'll agree, but bear with me.
I'm a swamp monster.
Top lirt (OOf I for V«I«oHoi i Day.
1. "V»i«nttne." by th. RepUcemeoU:
Because it's not only a heartfelt trash-rock
ballad, its also humorous, like a Woody
Aden movie. You know the kind, where
nothing seems to go right and you wind
up feeling sorry for everyone (' 'When you
wish upon a star thai turns into a plant
2. "Dutta(NikH,"byrrfaK« Because,
bud. Only Prince could nail a topic on the
head Uke this. It's about cheap sex And
cheap sex sells Wnda like this damn
hofctay.

S. "Arc Yoa Eipirtmcid?" by the Jbal
HeodDi ExparUaeaUust listen to the lyrics, man: Well hold hands and then well
watch the sun rise from the bottom of the
sea." You don't get much simpler than
that. Play that one for your date in the
wee hours of the evening 1 guarantee
good results.
Well, that stt. gotta get Hope these
songs make your Valentine's Day all the
morespedal.
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STANLEY

SUSIE

LOVE
Continued from page fix.

Continued from page five.

Continued from page three.

part was so bad they cut her out of H.
They should have Just cut the entire film
out. Leonard Nimoy. of Spock fame,
directs this bowser and one would need
to search the unknowns of space to find
someone that agreed that this film is
'funny' or is anything 'about love".
1)Man Trouble You take the overweight, over-bald, over-old, and overactingjack Nicholson, and you team him
up with the sexy EHen Barkin. who was
so hot she sizzled in The Big Easy andSea
of Lore, and what do you get? You get a
mismatched couple who you have 'trouble' believing could fall in love in the first
place. Completely ridiculous subplots include a serial killer and the kidnapping of
Barkln's sister (Beverly D'Angelo); and
this is supposed to be a comedy.
blManneqaln The description of this
bad love movie speaks for itself. A
window dresser (Andrew McCarthy) falls
in love with one of his mannequin's (Kim
CattraD). Nuff said.
Finally. Just a couple of more recommendations. For those guys who want to
see how to handle women. Just take a
cue from Humphrey Bogan
lnCasablanca. For those women having a
tough time dealing with their men. Just
take a 'note' from Olivia Newton John
InGrease. And for everyone out there,
here's hoping Cupid can find you.

When do yoa so* yorsaJtf 10 year* 6-on.
mm?
in be 31. I'D probably have three kids
and 111 be working with statistics somehow. I don't know doing what.
Do yon follow pro basketball at all or
do von stick with the colleges?
College basketball is much better than
pro and the Indiana hoosiers are definitely
my favorite team.
Do yon read all the article! on the
women i team In paper or do yon try to
•Told them?
I would say I'm definitely an avoider.
Do yoa find that lt'« necessary as a part
of the team to atay away from reading the
paper*?
I mean It's good to read It but they either
build you up too much and get you bigheaded or they kind of cut on you and that
gets your confidence down. So I kind of
like to keep it away. Then I think you start
worrying about your stats too much and
things like that if you stan reading It. Wondering why you're not being interviewed
and stuff, so I don't even mess with it.
Where b the beat place to eat In town
or oo campas?
Casey's.
What's yoor favorite form of campas
media?
The BG News definitely.
Do yoa ever wish yoa coald dank?
Oh. yes (laughs). Every once In a while,
because maybe I would stop missing my
breakaway lay-ups if I could get up there
and dunk it.
Should Tonya Harding be allowed to
compete ha the Olympics?
Sure. lei her skate. In basketball we do
cheap shots all the time.
What's the last good morla you've
seen?

Frl., Feb 10, 199t

pie can call for reservations at
352-4671.
Depending on exactly what you
are looking for. Just about everything can be found to suit everyone's tastes or wallets.
Maybe you cannot afford a $20
bouquet of roses or a $40 hotel
room. A least food Is available. Believe It or not the sapptness of this
holiday has even Infiltrated the
food Industry; not Just cakes, cook
les or candy either. DIBenedetto's
offers heart-shaped subs and
Campus Polleyes offers heartshaped pizzas for those who are
really Into the spirit of Valentine's
Day. No matter what H is - you can
find it. Still, the very best thing Is
expressing feelings. Whether It
comes out of your pocketbook or
your own vocal chords. H still (In a
watered down way) comes from
your heart. After an. why else
would you make a mad rush to the
store to find the perfect card or gift?
Yep, the cherub struck again. It's
love, no matter what the form. It's
love.

Contest!
Hey. it's runtime again
kiddles. Did you happen to
catch the Interview with Susie CasseO on page three?
Well, then you know she had
a couple of suggestions for
our fair magazine. The first
being more of our cool trivia
contests. So without further
adieu...
1. How tall Is the Falcon's
own Susie Cassell?
2. Can she dunk?
3. Can you?
4. Who does Antonio Daniels think is the ugliest player
in the NBA?
5. Who does
Xavier
McDaniel currently play for?
6. What is the name of the
Gone Daddy Finch E.P. featuring the song "I Don't Hope
For Her?"
7. If our own Mike Cook
were to dance like the
champion on the cover,
would you date Mm?

, « ' .'aaVk.

8. Hnd Trevor and Tom
and let us know where they
are.
9. TeH us your favorite
B.C. date.

My Life.

What's roar opinion of Insider, the
magazine?
1 like the little questions things you do
and all those questions they give you about
movies and music that you have to answer. Trivia contests. I like that.

10. Is Tonya Harding
guilty?
Send all submissions to
210 West HaO via campus
mail. Sure It might take three
weeks to get here but it's
free. Right?

*&JA*,

J(a(eidoscope
Exotic brass & wooden
Incense burners

£ Scott Canf ield
«3
en

Classic & Contemporary
Acoustic Rock

o
<
CD

Saturday February 12

353-0988

104 S. MAIN
\

You've seen them on TV We've Got Them!

TALKING VALENTINES
from

Pills 'n Packages
111 Railroad St. BG 352-1693

^-

-fM**-**,

Tarot, Astrology,
& Palm readings
by appointment
Jewelry, Crystals, Incense
&More
Mon. -Th. 11-6
Fri.-Sat.
11-8
143-C E. Wooster
(Behind MadHatter)
354 - 4015
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DAYTIMEAFTERNOON
11:30

O
O
ID
©
Q)
©
©

@
HD
etm
me

12:00

Price

News

1:1)0

12:30

1:30

Young and the Restless t) Bold Beau
Varied

3:00

3:30

4:00

Guiding Light g

Gerakto
Varied

5:30
Edition

Midday Q

Neighbours

Coronation

Homeworks

Wht-Earih

Newsg

Young and the Restless Q Bold-Beau

As the World Turns g

Guiding Light g

Oprah Winfrey Q

Design W

Golden Girls

Ricki Lake

News i;

Caesars

Days ot Our Lives Q

Another World Q

Leeza

Maury Povich g

Donahue g

Home

Family Feud Loving g

All My Children g

One Ule to Live g

General Hospital

Family M

Saved-Beii

WA-S'H :j

Varied

Sandtego

Lamb Chop

Mr Rogers

Station

Barney

Barney

Sesame Street g

Varied

Sq.lTV

Instructional Programming

Instructional Mr Rogers

| Wonder

5:00
News

Sesame SI

Instructional Programming

The Bill

4:30

Price

Instructional GED

Emmerdale

2:1(0

2:00

As the World Turns g

News

Paid Prog

PaiO Prog

Montel Williams

Jenny Jones

Conan

Tom-Jerry

Tiny Toon

An .maniacs

Bonkers g

Batman

Full House

Can-Shop

Family Feud

VK*I'

Bin Lake

Flmtstones

Tom-Jerry

Ttny Toon

Animaniacs

Batman

Saved-Beii

Boss'

Gauntlet

Varied

Sport scemer Sport scentef Spoflscenter [varied Programs
Movie

Varied

Motorcycle Racing

Movie

Varied

[ Movie

Movie

DAYTIMEMORNING
5:00

5:30

O

Business

O

Sign-Olt Corn d

o
ID
ffi
0

■

Am Journal

6:00

Home Shopping Spree

CBS News

News

Newsg

|NBC

News

6:30

Morning Show

Sign-Off Cont'd

Newsg

| Used Cars

7:00

7:30

8:30

8:00

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

Montel Williams

11:00

Orymptf Winter Games

Bertie* Berry

CBC Morning News

Wht-Earth

Olympic Winter Games

Bertice Berry

Rokwda

Price

Todayg

SaHy

Jerry Springer

RICKI

Good Morning America g

Live - Regis & Kathw Lee V«*j'

1 Urban Peasant

Price

Mr Dressup Sesame St

Lake

Home

Sign-on Coma

Homestretch Barney

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

Sign-Off Conta

Barney

Lamb Chop

Mr Rogers

Sesame Street g

Barney

Rangers

Melodies

Goof Troop

TaieSpmg

Paid Prog

700 Club

News

Insp Gadget Stunt Oawgs Duck Tales g Rangers

Melodies

Menace

Bewitched

Ctiarles

Laverne

Gro Pains

Can-Shop

ESPN Basketball

Bodyshape

Slep

In Motion

BodysMpe

Sporscenter

me

Varied

Movie

ID

Movie Conl a

0D

3 s Co

Movie

Hallo Sp

Dark wing

Garfietd

Sportscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Fitness Pros Getting Fit
Movie

Vrinfrt PfLKjra

Station

Reading
K Copeland

IIS

JC Penney

Sunday Special

Styling Salon at Woodland Mall
All services
Mon. & Tues.
receive a
free gift
(retail not
included)
runs thru
Feb.28th
Salon Hours:
S«L 8-30 «.m.- 600 pm Sun 1*00-4 OOpm

354-0940

r Buy one 6 inch Sub,
Get one FREE
(Free sub must be of equal or lesser value)

i
I

(Limit one per customer per visit)

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 13TH ONLY
Woodland Mall Subway ONLY

EEZEEEB
Woodland Mall • 353-0204

"I

'jngid*!
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FRIDAY EVENING
6:00
O

o
o

CD
ffl

a
o

es
Hi)

6:30

New
CBC News

7:30

8:00

8:30

Am Journal

Miss USA Pageant

Eggshells

An Farce

Street Legal

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy'

Miss USA Pageant

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cur Aflair

Viper

Rushl

ABC News

Cops

Cosby Snow Fam Mat

AOam Smith Business

MacNed/Lehrer Newshour

9:00

|

9:30

|CBC Prime Time News

News

Movie:
Boy-Work)

10:00 1 10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

Murphy B

Late Show

Picket Fences

News

Kids in the Hall

Dan Redican

Picket Fences

News

Late Show

News

Tonight Show

MacShayne Winner Takes Ail

Step by S

Mr Cooper

Wash Week Wall St

Served

Bless Father Darling Buds ol May

20/30

Blood Run

Rush L

H. Patrol

MotorWeek

Charlie Rose

12:30
Vagabond

iNightline

Reading

MacNeil/lehrer Newshout

McLaughlin

Wash Week Wall St

Cecilia Bartoli A Portrait

Age ol Rubens

Served

Charlie Rose

Mama

Married

Coach

Bnsco County, Jr

X-Files

Star Trek Ne<t Gener

Roseanne

Mama

In the Heal ol the Night

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married

Murphy B

Bnsco County. Jr.

X-Files

News

M'A'S'H

Murphy B

Star Trek Next Gener

Esm Desig Hitler Motoworid
r»c

7:00
CBS News

Movie

Roseanne

Sportscenter Sponscenter Olympic

Black Narcissus Cont'd

Movie

|Like It Cold

Passed Away

NHL Hockey Los Angeles Kings at Mighty Ducks of Anaheim
Movie

Aspen Extreme

JMovie

Sportscenter Up Close
The Last ot the Fines!

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:00

O
O
fD

O

a
9
63
69
6D

Beakman

12:00

12:30

1 2:30

! 3:00

!

3:30

4:30

5:00 1

5:30

Home

Cottage

Gardener

Fishing

Dinosaurs

Beakman

Storybreak

Newsmakers Showcase

Saved Bell

Paid Prog

College Basketball Iowa at Indiana

Bugs 4 I

COW -Boys Citykids

Kids on Ice

Science Guy Energy

PBA Bowling Choice Hotels Classic

College Basketball Georgia Tech at North Carolina

Cooking

La Cookm

Garden

Gourmet

Old House

Workshop

Hometime

Woodshop

Naturescene Austin City Limits

Sale at Home Plate

Wild Am

Naturescene Michigan

Sportsman

Old House

Hometime

Workshop

Woodsnop

Gourmet

Ciao itaha

dry Garden |carden

X Men

Sandiego

Movie:

X Men

Sandiego

Star Trek: Next Gener

Eating Well

Pet Con.

Summer Fantasy

Movie

CBS News

Driver's Seat Disability

Don Cherry

8:30

Escape From Alcatra:'

[speed Skating

Eclipse Awards

9:00

1

Ke-r s

Acapulco HEAT

Baywatch

Crusaders

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Ski Jumping

Ski World

The Karate Kid Part III

9:30

Aieiander

Star Search

Skiing
Movie

1 10:00 1 10:30

Olympic Winter Games

11:00
News

Sportscenter Olympic
The Pope Must Diet'

11:30 I 12:00
Olympic Winter Games

NHL Hockey Toronto Mapte Leafs at Calgary Flames

CBC News

Wh Fortune Cash L.p

Olympic Winter Games

News

Olympic Winter Games

Mommies

Sisters

News

Saturday Night Live

Commish

MotorWeek

Renegade

Abraham Lincoln

Previews

Austin City Limits

NBC News

Entertainment Tonighi

ABC News

Empty Nest | Cosby Show Movie

Scenes

Newtons

Lawrence Weik Show

Medicine Cross

6D
63
69

Cottage-TV

Getting By

Traiiside

ESPN

Senior PGA Goll Suncoast Classic

[Empty Nest

Nurses

Funny Farm
Fame in the 20th Century

Lawrence Weik Show

Movie

Kung Fu The Legend

Untouchables

Cops

Cops

America's Most Wanted

Babylon 5

Beverly Hills. 90210

Meiiose Place

Cops

Cops

America's Most Wanted

News

Kiss Me a Killer Cont'd

Family

PGA Golf: Los Angeles Open -• Third Round

Movie:

8:00

Pictures

College Basketball Minnesota at Wisconsin

|Mot.e

7:30

Family

College Basketball: Kentucky at Syracuse

Die Hard

Court TV

Pictures

College Basketball Kentucky at Syracuse

College Basketball Georgetown at Providence

{Move "Maid (o Order

Sportscenter College Basketball George Washington at Xavier

Pocketful ol Miracles

News

College Basketball Georgetown at Providence

4:00

Real Fishing Don Cherry

Telecast

THC

2:00

To Be Announced

News

m
a.

Movie

Bedknobs and Broomsticks'

I Sportscenter Auto Racing Daytona Pole Qualifying
Defenseless

| Movie

3 locations to Serve Bowling Green:
• 1602 E. Wooster St. at Greenwood Center
•1091 N. MainSt.
• 966 S. Main St.

10 i Off
Every gallon of gas purchased
w/ this ad
-no liiniI
No lead/Med Range/Premium
exp 2/18/94

Movie:

Court TV

163 S. Main
352 - 2595
Fax 353 - 5210

Are You in Charge of Your
Company's Year-End
Banquet?
Call Us Now to
Schedule and Plan
Your Party!
• Private Banquet Rooms
• Catering Services
• Delivery Services
A Menu foe All Croups and Budijcu!
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Die Hard
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News

csm Chronicles
THC

11:30
Wh, Didn 11

Hard to Die

Don't forget
about your
sweetheart on
Valentines Day!
Check out the
"Wine, Dine &
Entertainment
section" on pg. 5, 6,
7 of today's BG
News!
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Sunday Arts Entertainment

College Basketball Michigan at Ohio Slate

Auto Racing Olympic Winter Games

Toledo Front Report
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NBA All-star Special
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Cousteau's Rediscovery
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Cheats

JNews
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National Geographic
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Star Trek Next Gener
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Star Trek
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JMovie

| Speedweek
Return lo the Blue Lagoon"
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Sandiego

Mama

Married
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Golden Girls Married...

Murphy B.

Movie: Pom! Break"
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Desig Hitter Racehorse
Big Girls Don't Cry.

Mad You
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Witness

| Laugh-In Valentines Day
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News

Lale Shov.

This Hour

Donkey

News

Late Show
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E.N.G

News

Tonight Show
H. Patrol

Perrysburg Symphony

EastEnders

Chan* Rose

III Fry Away

Nelson & Jeanette
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Movie:

Star Trek: Next Gener

Roseanne

Mama

In the Heat of the Night

News

M'A'S'H

Murphy B

Star Trek: Next Gener

Movie

Look Who s Talking

III Fly Away

Point Break

Sportscenter College Basketball: St. John's at Seton Hall

They Get Even
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Cosby Show Day One

Roseanne
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CBC Prime Tune News
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THC

News
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Olympic Winter Games

Olympic Winter Games
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CBS News

7:30
Am Journal

Wh Fortune Jeopardy!
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News

7:00
CBS News

Movte: "Captain Ron''

College Basketball: Nebraska at Oklahoma

|Movie-"Backstab"

Nightline

Used Cars

Sportscenter College Basketball

Movie ■ American Me

South Side 6 South Side 6 South Side 6 South Side 6

America's First Ice Beer!

South Side 6

Lottery & Convenience Store

HOP

10% OFF

everything
with Ihis ad
(excluding loms pet Products)

°
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1089 N. Main St. Bowling GreeiSQ
(next Co BG Lincoln/Mercury)

(419) 352-4048

0

Offer expires feb. 2ft
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Come see our tropical flsh(_j
food refill station
^

$
$

Low
Beer

Low $
Prices $

* Money Orders &
Check Cashing Service
Where The Party Starts
South Side £ South Side e South Side e South Side 6

It's Just Pure Beer!
Now Available at your
Favorite Bar - Restaurant
Carryout or Supermarket
Distributed Locally by
Acme Beverage, Inc.
Findlay, Ohio
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Movie
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Die Hard
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News
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Late Show

News

H. Patrol

Nightline
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Sandwgo
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Against me Odds Harlem
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Charlie Pose

Mama

Married.
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Beverly Hills. 90210

Metros^ Place

Star Trek Ne.t Gener

Roseanne
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In the Heat ol the Night
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Golden Girls Married

Murphy B

Beverly Hills. 90210

Meirose Place

News

M'A'S'H
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Star Trek Next Gener

Roseanne

Movie.
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College Basketball Virginia at Duke

Movie "Parenthood
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CBC Prime Time News
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Olympic Winter Games

Sr PGA
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|

8:30

(Movie

9:00

North ol 60

Com d

10:00

10:30

|Scoop
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Missing Persons
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Movie

Olympic Winter Games
MadVou

Frasier

Mattock

11:30

12:00 1 12:30

Late Show
Les Boos Debarras

News
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| Road Race

Distinguished Gentleman

News
|CBC Prime Time News

Up Close

Devlin

Olympic Winter Games

Late Show

LA Law

News

Tonight Show

Pnmetime Live

Rush L

H Palrol

Wholey

Maya Angelou Rainbow

|Nigmiine

Used Cars

Wild Am

Bless Father Mystery1

Question ol Color

Old House

Wild Am

Wait lor God [ Served

Served

Charlie Rose

Simpsons

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at San Antonio Spurs

Roseanne

Mama

In me Heat ol the Night

Simpsons

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at San Antonio Spurs

News

Murphy B

Star trek Next Gener

Mystery'

Sportscenter College Basketball North Carolina at Clemson

Movie "The Jouole 0 Kid

9:30

Sportscenter

Movie. "The Company of Wolves

[Movie

College Basketball Michigan State at Nor hwestern
The Lover

.Movie ' The

Instructional

Sportscenter College Basketball

ds: ot the 11* est

DAFFODIL DAYS '94
MARCH 14 & 1 5
• $ 5 per boquet (10 flowers)
• Delivers to ALL of Wood County
Benefits American Cancer Society sponsored by Beta Theta Pi & Into the Streets

